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AUTHOR'S PREFACE

TO NEW EDITION.

r
I "HIS new edition, being the first collected edition of

my Poems, includes the volumes entitled Village

Bells, Atalanta, and Justine.

The critics have for the most part spoken favourably of

my verses
;
but what mark, if any, my Poetry may make,

I know not; nor of my chance of being ranked amongst

the Poets of my native land.

I have lived and I have written, and my endeavour

has been to express truthful and noble thoughts, and to

give a few episodes learnt in a life eventful in aspirations

and in feelings ;
there may be left a consciousness, perhaps,

that I have not written in vain.



vi AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

The Lays and Legends of Kent, containing "Sir Robert

de Shurland," are not included in the present volumes
;
nor

are the Lays of Poland, excepting a few pieces. The Lays

of Poland were written in the enthusiasm of youth, as a

tribute to a gallant people rising in stern remembrance

against the loss of their nationality and the wrongs which

oppressed them.

NOTE BY THE EDITORS.

THE author's death having taken place before the pub-

lication of this edition, his executors have endeavoured

to carry out what they believe would have been his

wishes.

FRANCIS AND ALGERNON BRP2NT.
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VILLAGE BELLS,

ot&er

VILLAGE BELLS.

O WEET village bells ! now heard afar, now close,

Now dying faintly down the distant vale

In lingering music lost like some sweet tale

That ends in tears.

I did but dream. I rose :

Soon, rod in hand, sought out the shallowy Stour,

That skirts our garden fished till breakfast hour,

And then till early noon. The trouts were wise,

They touched no baits of mine : such as they chose,

(So I wound up my line,) were real flies !

Just then came down the pathway two fair girls,

Broad-hatted, laughing : one with auburn curls,
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Dora, my sister; but the other's eyes

Nay ! Dora, interrupting, said,
" You know

This child ? at least you did, some years ago."

A child ? Yes, oft beside that stream we played,

In that old garden ; but no more a child !

Her little hand half given, she blushed and smiled

" Esmond forgets his
" "

wife," she would have said,

Then stopped abruptly, and, like fawn afraid

Of its own shadow, just a step withdrew.

My sister, laughing, said,
" Old dreams come true

Sometimes ;" but Elsie's eyes all downwards strayed ;

I saw them not, yet henceforth of them dreamed,

For all things now to me transfigured seemed,

As by a vision. Then across the lawn

They walked, I following. As the flush of dawn

That sets the world a blossoming, brightened o'er

My soul a hope that filled it evermore.

Our Curate's daughter once we, children then
;

But ten years since departed hence her sire,
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With boys and girls. Now, from some distant shire,

He came as Rector, back to Otterden,

(Or "Dene,"* if you love Saxon) 'tis a glen

Guarded by park-like woods ;
its little church

Faces the south, and over all the porch

Run the' Devonian roses. Once a wren

That through some " dream hole
"
must have entered in,

Built for three summers in the organ-loft,

Nor feared the cracked tones of the clerk, nor din

Of village choir, for one small voice and soft

Sang midst the children, sweet it was and clear
;

No doubt the bird believed some angel near,

* * # # * *

She loves me not, or she had kept alway

Such secret, as the little wildling rose

The promise of its future flower doth close

Deep in its folded heart. T was half the play

Of girlish mirth that still would have its sway,

*
Den, Dean, Dene. A hollow at the foot of a hill. (A.-S.)
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And half the kinder memory of times

When our young spirits, like our village chimes,

Rang out together. Ah, why will she stay

Close to my sister now, and sad or shy

Become to me ? and yet, somehow it fell,

When she was singing, when I seemed not nigh,

A theme of old she knew I loved full well,

She started at my step ;
O timid bird !

Why cease your song ? a red leaf only stirred.

Ah, first sweet love ! In her how most retiring,

And yet how tender ! Elsie just resembled

A lily on a crystal brook that trembled

To the fond wave, or night-wind's sigh admiring :

And he she loves ? O down, thou heart aspiring !

There have been those as fair who have dissembled.

She loves thee not ! Beware that tale, if true,

Of one who from afar yet comes to woo

Some cousin, far above his meed desiring.

Yet let him wear who wins who wins must dare
;
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And men risk most for what needs softest care.

The rust stain on the steel may fret and wear

The metal, but he 's base who can inherit

The father's sword, and not the father's spirit.

Truce to such thoughts ! no lance in rest, all flown

Is chivalry like this ! yet Elsie placed

My colour in her hair, e'en while I traced

A sadness her sweet eyes could not disown,

As though all secretly some shadow fell

Over her heart
; yet now she comes to dwell

Near the old haunts her perfect childhood graced :

The stream whose sanded shallows many a day

She crossed barefooted, or re-crossed with me,

As tending her full oft I missed my way,

And ankle-deep went in
;
how mirthful she !

How I would guard her, dearer than my life,

My shoeless, sockless, little wilful wife !

** + **
Gained and yet lost, my beautiful, my true !

Faint star, that through the cedar branches shone,
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And flower that hanging on thy bough alone

I gave her
;
and thou Night, with silver dew,

Rejoice and weep, there's grief and gladness too.

Mine was she one long summer's eve, dear child :

The long dark lashes drooping to her cheek,

The tears, the blush, owned more than words could speak,

Ah ! then the night closed in too darkly wild.

" We have betrothed her, and my brother's hand

Is to the compact, and though Elsie knew

Nought till this hour, my girl will understand

My will, and not dispute it. Sir, do you?

You 've neither aim, profession, rank, nor land."

In one dark week 1 drained the bitter cup !

They sent her far away to some dull town,

With a spare aunt, a spinster, to prate down

Her fealty to one lover, and preach up

Perfections in another; and to sup

On moral viands, and abstain her wholly

From thoughts of me and childlike melancholy.

They did not know her quite, dear gentle thing,
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Nor little Dora, when to me she'd cling,

Telling what Elsie thought.
'

$ ,

r

The true is holy,

And woman is most fair when what she hath

Is not in white and red of graces small,

But gentleness, endurance, virtue, faith,

And a firm trust that God is over all !

# # * * * *

I saw the wild swan on the northern wind,

And now and then a single stroke she gave

To her great gliding wings ; for, as a wave

In one continuous sweep that leaves behind

The tide, she passed away like speck denned

Against the blue, then lost, then .back once more,

Brought for a moment to the. eye-balls' strain :

Beyond the horizon now, from shore to shore,

She sees new lands and a far-rolling main.

But some men, like the puny sparrow kind,

Huddling on roof-trees, blind with smoke and rain,

Fly to a wall, and then fly back again,
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And how they cheep and twitter when they find

Some crumb, and, lest some starved brother share,

Hide 'neath a stunted bush, to eat it there !

" No aim, profession," have I ? So, farewell,

Sweet sister. Mother ! from an only son

What must thy parting be ? Ah, yet must run

Its course my desperation, so farewell.

Speak not of her ! weep not, nor bid me dwell

In this dear glen, that sweetly to the stars

Sloped to my summer dreamings'. To the wars !

In their wild gulf I '11 leap, and break the spell,

Like the armed Roman. To men of rank and wealth

Such life as mine 's an insult life by stealth !

A boon, as 't were, just sanctioned by the laws,

To draw up water, chop a faggot. Well,

I '11 shed my life's blood in a nobler cause,

Nor on tamed tigers fawn, with velvet paws.

* * * * -X- *

Wild sea, thou too thy destiny shalt fill,

Now serpent-like entwining the hushed globe,
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Wearing thy treacherous beauty like a robe

Of pearls and azure, to be cast at will
;

Yes, coil on coil, enwreathed in Titan might,

I see thee as the purple sunsets die

I hear thee as with silver steps the night,

Star-gemmed, glides o'er thee murmuringly still.

Thy heart, unhushed, now throbs with fierce delight,

As rising o'er thy waters comes the cry

Of gathering nations, arming for the fight

Briton and Gaul, the Russ, the Turks, the Franks

The dark waves rise, and Balaklava's height

Rings as the Campbell cheers his thin red ranks.

England had now of earnest-hearted men,

The fullest need. To yield my life I went,

No martyr on his mission more intent

Quick to the front, soon under fire, and then

Won my commission with my blood, and spent

A week to nurse my wound at Inkerman

When hark ! One night, while dozing in my tent,

I had a dream : In deep-glenned Otterden
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Again rang out the bells. More loud than they

A cry, "The Foe !" and the black night was rent

With fiery gashes ;
then a wilder cheer,

The Russian yell, the Cossack's fierce
" Hourra !"-

Surprised and maimed, yet even in his lair,

The lion's stroke was death to those who braved him there.

Dark rose our heroes, dark, mid shot and shell,

Fought Guards and Light Division. Won, then lost

Our ramparts then regained at fearful cost,

As 'neath the plunging cannon rose the swell

Of plumes and banners in wild havoc tossed.

But morn brought victory. I survived to tell

Of manly tears down veteran cheeks that fell,

When our dear honoured dead lay side by side.

And thus that Russian holiday had flown,

Its reeling bells, and all its maddening cheers

Of priests and people ! Charnel house of stone,

The ghastly city loomed through blood and tears :

At length it fell ; and, as we cheered for home,
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The Black Sea fleet steered westward through the foam.

Time for reflection then, and calmer thought.

Was Elsie's sire so wrong ? I heard the play

Of the free waves, as in my berth I lay,

Like syren songs with perilous beauty fraught.

I dreamed of love, that sun-glance o'er life's lake,

The brighter when at sight of it doth wake

Some lark and sing. Love in life's web had wrought

Some threads of music sweetly intertwined ;

But I had held no rank in deed nor mind

Had sung my careless carol to the wind :

No worker lived, yet harmless and content

To dream through life on aimless fancies bent ;

Yet love for gentlest Elsie, that, in sooth,

That was the one sole glory of my : youth.

So I forgave her sire, and half forgave

The rival cousin : Ah, not then I knew

That the same storm which all our tents o'erthrew,

Had 'whelmed his bark in Katchka's bay and wave.
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At length, slow rising o'er the ocean's blue,

Soft as the dawn, almost as roseate too,

Shone our dear Devon cliffs the morning's ray

Sent golden ripples down our vessel's wake
;

In the Hamoaze at noon we anchored lay,

Then for our letters called. Ah, who can break

Their seals when we've been absent long, nor fear

They 11 tell too soon what we most dread to hear ?

" Both were at Seaton, thither bade me speed

My mother, well; but Dora, sad indeed."

With least delay I started. In few hours

I found their cottage, nestled in a cove :

A brook came bleating from the hills above,

Like a lost lamb : the spot was wild with flowers,

The thrush and linnet told their tales of love,

The budding roses, like small faces, pressed

Through latticed bowers, as glad to be caressed,

Blushed in the silver light of summer showers.

My mother knew my step ; how proud was she
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To clasp her boy ! Yes,
" She expected me."

Dora's fond arm was round my neck, she seemed

Sad, yet resigned, like some fair saint who dreamed !

In mourning clad ? Ah, whither did that tend

No kin had died, then who was Dora's friend ?

A pang of anguish swept across my brow ;

My mother saw it, and my sister wept.

"A secret? Why was such a secret kept,

And kept that it might yield such misery now?"

" You 're wrong your Elsie 's well yet listen, how

The cousin came in vain to bear away

His hoped-for bride. He saw her day by day

Dora, I mean then loved her, and though shown

His error, made your sister's heart his own.

Perhaps Dora thought this was the safest way

To help you both ? Dear girl, how deeply tried !

Yes, in that storm he perished, nobly, when

He volunteered to aid your famished men

Bringing a nation's bounty to your side."
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A day I lingered, yes, to throw a light

O'er Dora's tears, and o'er her desolate heart ;

Hoping my love might, like a star, impart

A little ray to cheer her troubled night.

Yet all the more I longed me to depart,

Lest the sweet dawn that made my soul so bright

A mockery prove, as glare of ship forlorn,

Hull down and burning, streaks the darklike morn.

But now for Otterden, in haste again,

To mark its dark brown firs against the blue,

The little church the tall elms glancing through,

The clustered tomb-stones, and the golden vane,

That flashed and veered and flashed as sunlight fell,

For ever dwelt an eddy in our dell.

Just as the vale I entered, streamed a gush

Of bells in stormy joyfulness, a peal,

A tumult, sending heartward a wild rush

Of old emotions. Was my triumph real ?

Came I as conqueror back, and had I won

In that hard fight where many are undone ?
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Soon I met one who knew me. "
Sir, we heard

That you were coming, so the village stirred

To give you welcome." " Does the Rector know it?"

" Of your return ? Oh, yes."
" The bells ?" "

Oh, no,

And if he did, he would not like to show it :

We rang them without leave how sweet they go !

Miss Elsie as I passed you 11 pardon me,

Was on the foot-bridge, by the cedar tree."

The bridge was now in sight, no Elsie near :

Then slowly as my homeward way I took

I met the Rector. Yes, my hand he shook,

And, though with voice constrained, said " Welcome here,

You know our loss ? he was as son most dear."

Passing the church, the bells rang out as clear

As the lark's carol after summer shower,

For some one saw me from the steeple tower,

And gave a sign. The Rector's saddened look

Grew brighter, kinder too he said "
To-day,

You '11 dine, with us, your friends are all away
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My wife, who loves you, has so much to say ;

And Elsie, who, like spirit, haunts yon river,

Thinks, once a friend must be a friend for ever !

"

I pressed his hand
;
so for the time we parted

For up a wooded lane, and drawing nigh,

I something saw it gave a little cry,

As gives some gentle thing and tender-hearted,

If but a field-mouse small, or leveret, started

Across its path. So Elsie met and I.

The dear girl leant her head on me and wept,

Sweet, soft, calm, tears of joy how still she kept !

What a delicious silence round us grew !

A moment snatched from all the world holds bright,

I kissed her, as it were my guerdon due ;

Oh, she looked up, so beautiful, so true,

Her eyes so full of tenderness and light,

As the glad tears made heavenlier all their blue.

Away by river, holm, and wood we roved,

Lost to the world, ourselves all newly found,
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The scene to me was once more holy ground

Which she inspirited. She had reproved

The cold world's scorn, and truth had robed her found.

Her brow, like glory-cloud, her love had crowned.

I in the lists of life had fought and won,

But she had conquered by her gentleness.

Then softly in her ear did I confess

The cognizance I bore : that simple one

Long failed to guess her "
Lily of the River,"

That with the waves' low music rose and fell,

A true heart's motion emblemed by it well,

Which rooted firm remains while waves flow on for ever.

We talked of Dora too, for Elsie wrote

Each day, and every day a letter came :

Yes, like the melon-rind with taper flame,

Down Ganges' stream, which Indian maidens float,

Was Dora's love a little ark the tide

Wrecked rudely. Ah, she had been deeply tried.

But Dora meekly bowed " The pure in mind '
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Shall holy visions see, to us denied,"

So Elsie said " Nor love us less to find,

They love God most whom grief hath sanctified."

I pressed the little arm then smiled to mark

One faint star waking through the cedar boughs

The purple hills were blending with the dark,

As I led Elsie to her father's house.
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OH, DO NOT SCORN THE ECHOING PAST.

OH, do not scorn the Echoing Past, the infinite deep

of Time,

Amid the ebbing of its waves are symphonies sublime
;

Sounds that are watchwords yet to tell how the world's

great heart has stirred,

When Prophet, Poet, Hero spoke, and conquered with

a word.

Then rings the change melodious still, in dream-like

murmurs mild,

Far whispers from life's fairy land, when youth around

us smiled,

When Young Romance, with bow and shaft, was hailed

as " Robin Hood,"

And tears were quickly dried as shed o'er
" Children

in the Wood."
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Sweet happy gleams in childhood's dreams, how bright,

were they but true

But now we 've grown so very wise, and very serious

too.

Oh, do not scorn the Echoing Past, for on its waves

there lie,

And swell and sink in light and shade 'neath many a

changing sky,

Lone murmurs, like a Prophet's voice on eddying

surges wrought,

That sweep like whirlwinds ploughing up the unfathomed

depths of thought

Luther's
"
half battles," Milton's words, deep-sounding

to this day,

Throbbing like thunder from the heights, though the

storm has swept away.

Then listen to the Past again Oh, not so long ago,

Was one whose sweet voice touched our hearts, and

stirred our spirits so
;
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Far off and farther yet recedes her shadow year by

year,

But still those gentle words of love seem vocal to the

ear.

The circle round the dear hearth-stone will lessen one

by one,

And we shall find how desolate we're left, when all

alone !

But listen to the Past and hear its ballad songs

sublime,

When mighty ones rose harp in hand, and strung a

glorious rhyme,

When Homer told his tale of Troy Pelides' rancour

dire

And bold Tyrtaeus struck such notes ! they fell like

words of fire;

With names and words, like clashing swords, from the

old heroic days,

When Freedom's pulse beat high and strong, and tyrants

stood at gaze :
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Then sinks the strain in murmurs sweet, like music soft

which swells,

When through secluded vales afar comes up the chime

of bells,

Fading and coming back again, like clouds in summer

skies,

Or any very lovely thing, more lovely as it dies

Affection's sigh and gentle words, oft breathed through

twilight shade,

That teach us night, as in old time, is still for lovers

made

Of Petrarch's lute, and his whose fate such tears of

pity drew,

That every poet since would claim a Leonora too !

Oh, do not scorn the Past, though oft its waves in

tumult sway,

Long after heavy tempest clouds have broke and

rolled away

The far off sound of battle yet rides hoarsely o'er the

foam,
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The crash of empires and of states, the thunder fall of

Rome.

Yet even then some master tone as keynote yet ran

through

The mighty theme what Mind had done, or boldly

striven to do,

How Caesar staked his destiny 'gainst sea and stormy sky,

And "
Strike, but hear me !

"
told as sword thrust, in

the Athenian's mild reply.

Oh, listen ! bow your heads once more from out the

sea of time,

A voice united soundeth up, a full toned solemn chime,

The dead ! the dead ! 't is freighted with the hero

martyr's prayer,

As the grave spoke hoarsely for itself, or for those who

shall be there

The countless millions who have gone to the millions

yet to come

Time's challenge to eternity the cradle to the tomb.
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Old homes, old friends, old voices rise, as murmurs

soft and low,

But make us weep to think indeed they are but echoes

now.

And then as through old storied choirs, some spirit

chanted clear,

A song of holy litanies upon the golden air

The sigh of meek enduring worth, of many a gentle

one,

Through sorrow, scorn, and hate, who bowed and said,

"Thy will be done!"

And then some glorious hymn as love divine had come

to save,

An anthem pealing to the stars, yet piercing to the

grave

Turning to prayer and deepest love our passions' angry

thrill,

As o'er life's stormy sea a voice yet murmurs "Peace,

be still !"
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MAGGIE.

THE wintry winds were sobbing,

Round the couch where Maggie lay,

And of all the birds the robin

Only sang upon the spray.

The summer flowers had faded,

And the snowdrops had not come,

But her little cheeks were shaded

By a dying lily's bloom !

Yes ! quickly hath she left us,

All her winsome sports are o'er ;

Her playthings scattered in the hall,

With us she '11 play no more !

Ah ! solemn is the sadness

That awaits the latest breath,

More solemn still the silence all

That deepens into death !
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Yet some have heard strange music,

Soft as chimed bells afar,

And some have seen a rosy dawn,

And some a guiding star.

Yet if no sparrow falleth,

But its Maker's will be done,

Sure God's own angel calleth

To its home this little one !

Then place her hands together,

Softly fold them on her breast,

Let the wind-flower and the heather

Bloom above her place of rest.

She passed in dark wild winter,

O'er her grave the snow was driven

"
Oh, mother dear, 't is summer here,

I gather flowers in heaven !"
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SUMMER.

THE nectarine, apple, and the plum

Were in their golden prime,

For now had lovely Summer come

The birds sang low, or else were dumb,

The bees were all abroad, their hum

Was like a pleasant rhyme ;

Beside the brook the lily bowed,

Half sighing for the evening cloud
;

The brook a lone wild ripple made,

Then murmured softly to the shade,

Just as some roving troubadour

Sings as he greets a lady's bower.
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THE HEART'S MELODIES.

LISTEN, listen, full is ever

This wide world with music true
;

Nought can still it, mar it, never

Nought that hate or wrong may do.

Deep affection's faith may falter,

And the loved ne'er love again ;

Prayer, beside a ruined altar,

To false gods be breathed in vain.

Gentle, humble, all who tremble

While fierce passions round them jar,

Shall hear whispers that resemble

Angel voices from afar.
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None so weary, none so lonely,

But some heart responsive gives

Beat for beat, and love need only

Touch the chord, and music lives !

Though the world with darkness blendeth,

Though the wood be hushed and drear,

Though the lone flower trembling bendeth,

As the cold wind moaneth near ;

Morn shall come again from blindness

All to life and glory start,

So, like light, one touch of kindness

Wakes the music of the heart !
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THE SPINNING FRAME.

His hand was on his brow
;
the diamond pane

Threw the red sunlight on the cottage floor
;

The vine leaves, glittering from an autumn rain,

Clustered in golden light the lattice o'er.

There hung the purple grape, too
;
but within

Lisette sat palely at her spinning frame,

A child was at her feet, who sought to win

Her smile and failed, yet prattled on the same.

Her husband's brow was gloom some passion strong

Stirred his true heart, and oft he glanced at her,

As if impatient of the wearying whir

Of those dull wheels, at which she sat so long.
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No morning stroll of late, beside the brook,

When 'cross its pools the careless line he threw ;

No evening saunter with some charmed book,

When her sweet voice recalled old spells as new.

Had he a rival ? Nay, that spinning wheel

Was even worse, it all absorbed her time

To hear it, sooth ! it made his senses reel,

For ever droning one perpetual rhyme !

And she grew pale, too ; yes, and Herman, strange

But he had cause enough, as well she knew,

Last vintage was a failure, and the grange

Fell in a tempest and their rent was due !

Yes, due to-morrow ; nought wherewith to pay ;

He started up, and cried,
" No more that whirl

I can endure, Lisette ! Oh, put away

That droning dismal wheel we're ruined, girl !"

She rose, she came, and o'er his arm she leant ;

"
Husband, that little reel has sung its song ;
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Bear with me
;
hark ! it says,

'
I never meant

To cast a gloom your gentle joys among.

" ' The chilling summer makes the harvest small,

And if I 've kept you both too long apart,

Forgive me yet, I yield my earnings all

Yet aye I trusted to the faithful heart !

' "

" The rent, the rent, Lisette oh, we must leave

Our humble home, its joys, so pure and real,

Friendless, condemned " "
Nay, Herman, do not grieve;

One little friend is left the spinning wheel !

" Friend to us both, our child, too husband, see !"-

Then from a purse about her neck untied,

She laid the rent twice told upon his knee,

And stood beside him with a tearful pride.

That night they strolled along the brook that night

The stars to them did brighter, purer seem
;

The darkening dells were filled with shadowy light,

And her sweet voice of love enhanced the dream !
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THE DAYS OF ELD.

THE moaning of dry reeds above a brook

Has desolate music, as some power unseen

Paused and turned back a leaf of Nature's book,

Breathing a spell of times that once had been.

Then like some poet's soul that oft has shaken

With fancies strange beside a lonely river,

Each purple flower all trembling seems to waken
;

The foxglove's bells of saffron softly shiver ;

And see amid the forest old, sublime,

Sudden as if there were a pause in time,

Or all the sand ran back amid the boughs,

The Druid's sickle shoots a golden gleam ;

The charmed air grows still to mystic vows
;

Great Thor, like oak reversed, all grimly stands,

And spectral mothers kneel with clasped hands ;

As far away, athwart the sun-red skies,

Draped in its robe of red, a lurid stream

Of smoke attests the human sacrifice !
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ROSES.

IN the sultriness and slumber

Of a noontide in July,

When of golden bees a number

Hummed with constant murmurs by ;

In sultriness and slumber

Did the dreaming roses lie,

Their cheeks each others' pressing,

Like sisters, fond caressing,

'Neath the deep blue Summer sky.
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LADY GWENDOLINE.

I.

GREY, with many a winter past,

Grey, with many a stormy blast,

Stands a castle, towers and shadows,

Darkening far across the meadows
;

O'er the portals never cheerful,

Frowning in grim state alone,

Ramp two lions, truly fearful,

Two fierce lions carved in stone
;

Portals huge, machicolated,

Whence was poured the molten lead,

In dark ages long since dead,

Frowning once o'er loop-holes grated ;

(Each like ghost of giant sentry),

Threaten still to bar all entry.

Now a golden splendour flushes

Ample halls, and galleries high ;
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Richly crimsoned drapery blushes

Once where maidens danced on rushes,

When the minstrel's song like gushes

Of warm hearts swept echoing by.

Still old tapestries, quaint and wondrous,

Tell strange legends on each wall,

High backed couches, carvings ponderous,

Many a stately scene recall,

Many a simple heart appall

Through far chambers, tiptoe straying,

Silent children cease their playing.

Stern old castle, towering boldly ;

Up its walls as shuddering coldly,

Year by year the ivy creepeth,

Higher, wider, resting never,

Now o'er cell where captive weepeth,

(Gloomy grate which darkness keepeth),

Now o'er bowers where maiden sleepeth,

Towards the topmost turret ever
;

There, with eyes intent and fiery,
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There, a falcon keeps her eyry ;

Of her race how proud is she,

Of her grandsire's pedigree !

If 't be true what legends tell,

O'er all kites he bore the bell,

Perched upon King Henry's wrist,

Once by Rosamond was kissed !

Oft above the highest turret,

In the cloud rack like a spirit,

Floats she o'er her eyry lonely,

When the wild wind rocks her only ;

Still she loveth not a groan,

Beneath her wrung from walls of stone

Beneath her where a prisoner lay,

Wasting through long years away.

'Twas the Baron caged him there,

For a deed wrought in despair ;

Once across the moat he spread

A net and fished for children's bread
;

But the sun shines bright o'er head,
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And outside his prison dark,

Sometimes does he hear the lark,

Then he thinks he has been dead

Thinks that he to heaven has gone,

And wonders 'tis a place so lone,

For groping 'gainst the walls so bare,

He cannot find his children there !

Hark ! that is a merry shout,

With horns "
reveille

"
ringing out

;

The Baron old, in great array,

Goes forth to hunt the stag to-day ;

Beside him, upon courser dun,

Rides Lionel, his only son.

But soon on some excuse retreating,

See the young Knight turn aside
;

Soon within the forest, greeting,

Holds a sweeter, fonder meeting,

Greets his fondly-hoped-for bride !

Oh, so proud is she she traces

All her kin from kingly races ;
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Yet she checks her palfrey's reins,

Yet a smiling welcome deigns,

With a stately sweet repose,

For young Lionel she knows

Has good blood within his veins.

Oh, the Lady Gwendoline,

Now she speaks in accents low,

Now the very softest glow

Sweetly o'er her cheek is spread,

And her heart's one secret read ;

Now her beauty glows like wine,

With a warm and radiant tone,

Like a gleam of sunset thrown,

When from golden chalice stored,

In the light the wine is poured

Poured the ruby sparkling wine !

How the forest grows enchanted,

When a lover's plea prevails ;

So would e'en a desert drear
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All the summer time 'twas haunted

With a " charm "
of nightingales :

Little shadows, grey and slim,

Flitting mid the branches dim-

Now to Lionel appear

Flowers and shadows all so dear,

All so beautiful to him.

Bluer grow the violet's eyes,

Wood-wild, the anemonies,

Living on the south wind's sighs,

Tremble sympathetic too,

As though his happiness they knew !

Yes, happy truly ;
she will come

To visit soon his castled home ?

And now they part, and she is gone !

Yet ever as he rides alone,

His promised joys but tardy seem

And aye he rideth in a dream !
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N.

Twas sunset. The grey castle lay

Behind its shadows, as it dreamed

Of bygone pageants ;
in the west,

Like one vast banner set in rest

Above a warrior's grave, up streamed

A fiery arm of crimson light,

In menace to the coming night.

Like passing grief on some young face,

That darkens, yet may not efface

One touch of sweetness or of grace,

Dear twilight fell on wood and wold
;

And whilst the far hills interfold

In coming gloom, a softening glow

Lay warm as love on the hushed vale below.

Along the river's deepening blue

An eddy whispering passed, and drew
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The groups of yellow flags aside
;

Then in sweet undertones it died

And like weird spirits taller grew

The white mists by the marsh's side.

The falcon with intentest gaze,

As her fierce eyes were all ablaze

With the red sunlight, far surveyed,

Approach a stately cavalcade.

Sir Lionel and Gwendoline

Ride side by side, and intertwine

Sweet words and whispered fond replies ;

And oh, the lady's happy eyes,

Oft downwards for a time retreating,

Seek his, and hold a sweeter greeting.

Still ever on the falcon's ear,

(Alone she broods, her eyry flown),

A death groan rings so sharp and clear

A solitary moan !
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"The castle looks so grandly old,"

Said Gwendoline, and drew the rein ;

"
It must have many a legend rare,

Many, no doubt, of heroes bold !

What name doth yon white structure, bear ?
"

Then Lionel in careless tone

Replied, "The Turret of Despair."

More heedless still, he did relate

To her its latest captive's fate :

Then said,
" He still atones his crime "-

And looked on her, and ceased 'twas time !

For sudden flushed her face all over,

And quickly turning to her lover,

She said,
" This poor man must be righted

Sir Knight, this poor man be set free !

If ne'er for plea of justice slighted,

This moment then, for love of me !

"

Brave girl ! pride, rank, and state apart,
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She had a right true woman's heart !

"
Thy father mine ride side by side,

Return entreat, be not denied,

Ne'er enter I as bride or guest

These walls, if bootless my request."

He went; returned and said, "In vain

As oft I've pleaded, so again.

But stay ! e'en as thy wish," he cried,

"The prisoner's free this morn he died ?
'

Throbbed her full eyes with stormy light

" Each other ne'er till now we've known,

Oft as we've met before 'tis right,

Henceforth we live apart, alone

Tis well; farewell" and she was gone !
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III.

See her again in after years,

Paler, but gentler for her tears,

Upofi her stately brow

A softer, sweeter, light appears,

A holier impress now
;

And children come, and children twine

Wild garlands by the convent's door,

For soon the Lady Gwendoline

Shall quit its glooms no more !

How happy they if she but wear

One floweret in her radiant hair !

But he, once loved, young Lionel,

In the far East he wanders lone,

On whom she laid so dark a spell.

Another's crime, by careless tone,

And reckless speech, half made his own,

In vain he seeketh to atone !
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Ever as twilight fells, she sits,

What time each bat like shadow flits

Across the casement, watching far,

Where oft a liquid gleaming star

Like full tear on the lid of night,

Recalls those shadowy paths she roved

At hour like this with him she loved !

Now slowly closing with a sigh,

The lattice
;
hark ! a prelude low,

Breathes of old feelings that reflow

O'er the heart's channels long since dry ;

A prelude, with sad memories wrought,

As all life's being were a lake,

Where tears melodious wave-like break

On shores of desolate thought.

And now she listens, scarcely breathing

Yes, leaning towards the purpled dark,

Through passion-flowers in clusters wreathing ;

Her heart heaves wildly, like an ark
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Stored with rich wares, a woman's love,

So long on rapids wildly tost,

While faith that all things right would prove ;

In spells revived, recalls the lost !

" Dear lady, 'twas at evening's fall

As now, and 'neath as soft a blue,

Two lovers once did hopes recall,

And mutual vows and hopes renew.

" The dream has passed, the spring-wove flowers

Of those sweet days are dead and gone ;

The lady dwells in stately bowers,

The minstrel wanders forth alone."

It ceased ; ah, still do spirits move

As stepless glide nigR's shadows by ;

Sure from the latticed bower above,

A well-loved voice thus made reply :
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"
Sir Minstrel, I remember yet

The woodland flowers, the vows that bound us,

And those soft summer suns that set

With dreamy twilights stealing round us.

"
Sir Minstrel, at thy feet I throw

A golden rose, a flowery wreath,*

One bright in splendour's ruddy glow.

The other pale and cold in death !

" Then choose
; though bright the gold appears,

The humblest gift may costliest be,

The faded wreath is gemmed with tears

I' ve shed o'er our lost hopes and thee !

"

Need we proclaim his choice ? He heard

Through the night's stillness one dear word
;

Then, where the starry shadows slept

Upon the threshold, forth she slept,

* An incident taken from a German poet.
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His long-lost, long-loved bride ;

A moment fondly by his side

All silently she wept

Then vowed for him thenceforth to prove,

True wife ;
as one to live,

Whose sweetest mission is to love

Whose holiest, to forgive !
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SIR LOFTUS AND THE POET.

MY house, with ivy clustered, was but small,

The moon scarce warmed its roof-trees mossy brown
;

My neighbour was Sir Loftus, and his hall,

With gules-stained windows tamed the sunset down.

My little garden, dark beneath his trees,

Scarce grew a flower, save thrift and monkshood blue

His sunlit lawns waved in a golden breeze,

And blazed with rich parterres of every hue.

My music was a shepherd's simple reed,

Whose ripples bore some ballad notes along ;

The Donnas of Sir Loftus shone, indeed,

And, queenlike, swept down Cydnus waves of song.
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His stately guests well thronged his stone-carved gates,

In rich caparisons and cloth of gold ;

My dog, my only friend, all patient waits

Till I be warm ere he complain of cold.

Soft eyes Sir Loftus greet from silken lids,

That, were he poor, would flash a quick disdain
;

A rival's sigh a rival's smile outbids

Yet sigh and smile besiege his heart in vain.

He had been wed was left one only child,

A brown-eyed, fawn-like thing, fair Isabel ;

And seventeen summers had as sweetly smiled

On her as on a fairy in a dell.

She loved the park and woodlands ; from hot rooms,

Faint with their orange breath, she stole away ;

She loved the tall brown forest for its glooms,

She loved the gentle poet and his lay.
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Heard, perhaps, some faintest echoes of her name,

So faint, the song seemed whispered from afar

Some word of holiest love, like altar flame,

That from a shrine of sods incensed its star.

A stately oak there was, a king-like tree,

That grandly towered outside my garden wall
;

Here oft she made her bower of "
reverie

"

At stillest eve, when you hear acorns fall.

1 ventured 'neath that tree when she had left
;

Once, when I knew that she had gone, in sooth,

I found a rose-twig of its flower bereft

I set it 'gainst my wall and watched its growth.

It grew at once, luxuriant, darkly green

It grew, I think, as never rose did grow ;

Yet not one flower nor smallest bud was seen,

To tell why my sweet love had prized it so.
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It topped the wall, and on the other side

Grew out of sight, and bloomed, for I was sure

The sun each morning kissed it
;
had he dyed

Its cheek with crimson, or soft blush tint pure ?

Why had my love so prized it ? ah ! I heard

A gentle step, across my threshold, too !

Dear Isabel ! her sweet lips only stirred,

A rose she held, her sweet lips' daintiest hue.

*

"
Yes, for your song I give you this poor flower,

'Tis half your own, though I must claim a part

For if its parent tree once graced my bower,

Poet, this rose is dearest to my heart !

"

Heard I aright ? My own, my starry one !

I knelt to kiss the proffered hand : I cried,

" My fate was like my rose to find its sun,

It climbed the wall, and bloomed on th' other side."
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SONG OF THE EMIGRANTS.

LIFE 's like a summer stream, they say,

And we are swallows o'er it flying,

One moment dip in silver spray

Our wings, and then away ! away !

Our homes far distant lying.

Oh, not in vain each wanderer grieves

He goes, but when may find him,

Some southern home mid forest leaves,

Like those dear vine-clad cottage eaves,

The swallow leaves behind him ?

Yet ere we part, we linger so,

We fear each change of weather
;

But the brave swallows when they go,

Though fresh the autumn breezes blow,

Outride the storm together.
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OFFERINGS.

CLOUDS of summer, ye veil not the lightnings

beneath,

Waves of music, ye die when the rapids are near,

White rose of the bridal, sun-touched in the wreath,

Ye shape out the cypress leaves wrought for the bier !

We grasp at the Present would stay it, one minute :

Sooner take down yon sunset of purple and gold ;

Each change has its lesson, each scene a spell in it,

Though it fade and be lost, ere the moral 's half told.

Oh, thus it is ever the brightest of hours,

Like the footfall of friends, is lost soonest in gloom

Yet the winged seeds of thought sow the desert with

flowers,

And the loneliest heart has green places of bloom.
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Where the eddies run roughly, the slight reeds will shiver,

Dark eddies of doom, circling down to the sea :

O Death, on what shore will thy cold hand deliver

The beautiful offerings cast hourly to thee ?

On what shore ? In that far land, I marked as a vision

Life's holiest relics, altar-piled and up-stored ;

But I saw from those treasures an angel Elysian

Lay an earth-broken lily at the feet of the Lord.

And the last shall be first, and the humblest be highest :

There 's a courage surpassing all deeds of the brave
;

To the Cross, when He suffered, 'twas woman drew nighest
-

When arisen, 'twas woman first knelt at the grave !
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DARK EYES.

DARK eyes, dark eyes, your spells

Did first my soul illume,

As one who long in twilight dwells,

Sees starlight through the gloom.

Rain, rain, dark eyes, your shower

Did search my spirit through,

As 'neath your stormy power,

I loved, but trembled too.

But ye withdrew then left,

My soul, like a lone lake

Amid wild mountains cleft,

Did still your image take.

A lake no billow sweeps,

That hushed, unclouded lies,

And dreams, as to its depths it sleeps-

Then I awoke, dark eyes !
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BLUE EYES.

A SNOW-WHITE violet nurtured in deep shade,

Where waving ferns were spread ;

Heard a sweet murmur overhead,

As some wild harp all fitfully were played ;

'Twas but the roving wind that sighed and went
;

She, sweetly startled, saw the first clear skies,

So darkly blue, yet beautifully bright ;

(Twas evening, with a star that floated there),

It seemed she looked up to night's golden eyes ;

Then all her soul was filled with azure light :

Alas ! soon deepening with a new-born care,

That brighter worlds should make earth seem less fair,

And lowly she, might be forgotten quite !

So, gentle Linda, thy fond eyes of blue

Brightened with hopes for earthly love, then grew
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Darkened with fears ; and yet, from out of thought,

And sorrow, all the loveliest things are wrought ;

Stars are seen but at night; 'tis well for pride,

Some rough wind comes to blow the boughs aside,

That shadow o'er our souls, and self-love fond,

And show us brighter worlds. Look up, dear love !

E'en through the latticed boughs, there's hope and

heaven above !
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LISTEN, LISTEN, HOW THOSE BELLS.

LISTEN, listen, how those bells,

Through the deep woods ringing,

Waken something like the spells

I heard when she was singing.

Singing, singing, long ago

I heard when she was singing.

Softly swelling, then remote,

Still their echoes cheer me,

Lingering like some fairy note,

As angels whispered near me.

Near me near me long ago,

When she was singing near me.

* Set to music by the late James Hine.
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THE MAGIC HOUR.

'TWAS twilight; in the grey blue north,

O'er the hushed world a star arose,

Calling her silver sisters forth

To mark the gentle earth's repose.

Calm were the woods, the lake was still,

The listless wind scarce wandered by ;

Only the waters of the mill

Fell on the ear so murmuringly.

Then homeward went all winged things,

Save the dark bat the spell-bound air

Trembled with gentle whisperings,

As holy influences were there ;
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As nature in God's presence knelt,

A moment of deep reverence given ;

As the charmed earth all conscious felt,

The wonders of that clustering heaven.

Then with soft thrill the young reeds shook,

Touched by the dying wavelet's sigh ;

And from its starry dreams, the brook

Woke to its old monotony !
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THE LARK AND THE FALCON.

LIKE a mote in the light of the golden sun,

Like a speck in the blue above,

A falcon poised o'er the woodlands dun,

Then sweeping down he clove.

But he missed his prey, that pirate grey,

As he stooped in his arrowy flight :

Then a lark up-sprung, the brown heath among,

And sang in the morning light

She sang in her freedom with rapture and mirth

"
I 'm the merriest thing between heaven and earth,

Far down through the vistas of clouds uprolled,

See the mountain tops with their crests of gold ;

Lower yet, lower yet, where like silvery threads,

The brooklets gleam from their upland beds ;

Lower yet, where the woods and the waters greet,

Blooms the lovely world like a wreath at my feet !

"
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Then again on its quarry that falcon springs

"
I '11 tame ye yet, and all puny things ;

I 'm a monarch rare, mid the glittering air,

And whom I will, I spare or kill."

But the little lark only soars and sings,

The higher, the higher, that wild hawk springs

" Come up here, and see how the heaven is free

For the poor and the humble, for all like me
;

Joy bears me on high, and the farther from earth

There is less of sorrow, and more of mirth !"

Then the kite swung up in his fearful ire,

"
I 'm a lord and a chief, and a daring flyer,

And have sat full oft on the wrist of kings."

But the little lark only soars the higher,

The higher, the higher, she soars and sings.

And the heaven itself hears her silvery notes,

As an angel's theme through its music floats

"
Oh, the sky is so clear, and the heaven 's so blue,

Come up, there is room for me and for you,

Room for all ! I hear voices that steal from afar,

In welcome and love from each viewless star."
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Higher, higher goes that falcon, he cleaves through the

air;

One more spring ! ah, the angel of God too is there-

He who watches the gentle, who guards the oppressed,

Hath put forth his hand, and she sleeps with the blest !

Down that falcon went blinded through cloud and

storm wreath

Down in darkness and rage to the cold earth beneath !
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TO .

FAREWELL ! farewell, my sister kind and dear !

Farewell the silent years with footsteps fleet

Have glided fast, but shall thy memory fade

As the frail flowers we laid upon thy bier ?

No fresh within our hearts it still shall keep

A little while or longer, till we meet.

Sunshine and sorrow, light and gloomy shade

Shall fall on us by turns
;
but thou shalt sleep

In that blest calm which no dark dreams pervade,

And wake when His blest call all sweetly blends

With greetings soft and loved, from parents, sisters, friends !

Oh, sweet repose ! no sorrow for thee now

We mourn and live
; death's roses on thy brow

Looked pale enough we bowed our heads, and thus

Wept unavailing tears thou might'st have shed for us
;
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Farewell, farewell ! to a far land belongs

The murmurs of thy voice ah ! we no more

Thy .steps shall hear, nor listen to thy songs,

" The Light of other Days
"
for thee is o'er !

The birds thou lov'dst yet sing at eventide,

The bluebells cluster in the shady spot,

The flowers thou tendedst bloom in all their pride,

And seem as bright perchance though thou art not
;

And yet, no gentle deed is e'er forgot.

The true and holy can alone endure

Genius and fame shall pass ;
but offerings pure,

In Duty's name, and gentle teachings given

Like thine, survive, and as meek flowers that were

But folded buds on earth, expand in heaven,

And in immortal beauty greet us there !
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A LOVELY STAR, SO NEAR, SO BRIGHT

A LOVELY star, so near, so bright,

It halfway seems 'twixt earth and night ;

A bell, that through the darkness rings,

What time the stormy turret swings ;

A stream, for ages gliding by,

To the same lone monotony ;

A forest drear, by man ne'er planted,

Gloomy with firs, and half enchanted ;

A fortress, through whose ruined walls,

Serenely soft the moonlight falls
;

A child to bless this world of ours,

Gathering handfuls of blue flowers
;

The good and evil, old and strange,

In one unvarying interchange ;

A rosebud fresh, a withered wreath
;

The mystery of life, a breath
;

Then, the solemnity of death !
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ALONE.

CALM was the night, serene as sleep,

A few faint stars the skies'were sprinkling ;

Beside the minster's ivied keep,

Were folded sheep bells softly tinkling.

And earth below, and heaven above,

In mingled indistinctness lay ;

So deep, so calm, is holiest love !

Soft night of summer, we might deem

Thou wert no darkness, but the dream

Or rather shadow of the day.

No sound, save but the tinkling bells,

No murmur, but the gushing flow

Of one bright spring, whose waters go

O'er rock and ridge to homes below ;

Homes where the lonely naiad dwells.

Yet now e'en silence hath a tone

Of music, a mute eloquence ;
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As unseen spirits to our own

Spoke in a purer, holier sense

The ripple of the brook, the air

That plays around a flower, the bleat

Of some young thing from the far fold
;

The rustle of the tiny feet

Of some small creature from, the wold
;

A music ever soft and sweet,

That tells us when we most despair,

And seem to be alone, alone !

Some heart may answer beat for beat,

Answer, and tremble to our own.
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MUSIC.

AWAY, away, it seems as thou wert telling

Of things that lie beyond the reach of earth
;

Of far off memories of some brighter dwelling,

Where once we lived, ere sin or grief had birth
;

And sometimes too, like wanderers, and beguiled

Mid ancient forests, by some mystic air,

Thy voice comes to us, low and exquisite,

Soft as the sweet lips of a little child

Pressed to our cheek, or dove that loves to sit

And nestle by our hearts, as warmer there.

Too soon a change as desolate murmurs swept

Over the dried-up channels of the heart,

As i!" the dead discoursed of us, and kept

Earthward their tender eyes ; alas ! in vain,

We could not go, nor could they come to us again.
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And then sometimes in thy delicious madness,

As sunlit waves tossed wildly o'er the ocean,

Our hearts exult as with a stormy gladness,

As earth's swift whirl made part of our emotion
;

And then sometimes like summer clouds, that float

Into the amber sunset and are gone ;

Half-sister e'en to silence comes a note,

Telling of things imagined more than felt,

As o'er disused chords of memory,

There went a breath whose echoes seemed to melt

Into the past again like dreams that die !

O music, thine the universal chime,

Rung out to all, in every age or clime
;

By cottage door, where drones the housewife's wheel
;

By factory looms, or o'er the daisied lea
;

As human hearts, where'er they love or feel,

Their best interpreters can find in thee
;

The horn, that sends reveille to the deer ;

The old bard's harp upon the greenwood tree
;

The trumpet's blare, where drifting smoke-rifts clear,
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And hearts beat higher for the dangers near
;

Our nursery songs, so loved in olden time,

When thy bright spell made smooth each uncouth rhyme ;

When down the dell, where few but fays intrude,

We saw, or thought we saw,
" Red Riding Hood ;

"

Whilst from some glade remote, with low, soft grief,

The robins' plaint was heard, as leaf by leaf

They there entombed the "Children in the Wood."

glorious music ! in thy power thou liftest

The lowliest heart to be a thing of might ;

And with the soul of some old heroism giftest

The gentlest spirit for the sternest fight ;

Yet thou canst breathe e'en love's own sweet delight.

1 sing of thee I ask one fond return

Breathe softly when I 'm gone, around my funeral urn.
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THE STAR OF THE WINTER NIGHT.

ALAS ! that thought were grief

It may crown some brow like light ;

But its gleam throws out in deep relief

The gloom beyond the night.

To know it is to find

We 're a long way 'neath the stars
;

Tis the bird that sees, not the bird that's blind,

That beats against the bars.

The finer sense of things

That wakens thoughts profound,

Just lifts us up on eagle's wings,

Then leaves us on the ground.
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The violets of the glen,

We loved when children small,

Now deck the graves of friends ; ah, then

We knew not death at all.

Time, sexton-like, inters

Earth's fairest, loveliest things ;

Yet in the larva form there stirs

An embryo life with wings.

The world grows never old,

Yet things of purest worth

Die and decay ;
from out their mould

Another life hath birth.

Then list, how those bells' soft chimes,

The deep woods murmuring through,

Like spells of far off times,

Wake memories sweetly true.
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So life, when faith is nigh,

Amid gloom has a softening light ;

As a star reveals in a winter's sky,

We're not alone with night.

There's dew on the flower-bell near,

In thy soft eyes' light there 's dew
;

Yet life, though sad, is doubly dear

When thou dost share it too.
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SATAN PLAYING AT CHESS WITH MAN

FOR HIS SOUL.*

IT is the lovely vesper hour,

And like a gorgeous dream of power,

O'er palaces and domes unfurled,

The golden sunset ebbs away ;

And on its unknown mission, far,

And faintly in the east, a star

Gazed like a spirit on the world.

Within an ancient ruined fane,

Where arabesques and writings old,

Now half effaced in mould and stain,

Upon the uncouth walls are scrolled ;

And scowl from worm-veined panellings,

Grotesque and evil-headed things,

*
Suggested by the picture by Retzsch.
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And statuary rude that seems to start

Out suddenly if but there fall

Some distant torch's dying glare ;

Yes, there they sat, that fated pair

And but' for one loud throbbing heart

Ye might have deemed them marble all.

Vast grows each shadow on the wall

By one tall spectral lamp arrayed,

Like men fast bound in wizard's thrall,

The gamesters for their guerdon played,

Aye, deeply, wildly, darkly, yet

For on that game a soul is set.

One, youthful as the morn without

The morning's brightness ; fear and doubt

In ever narrowing circle bound,

Grew nearer, darker, wilder, still.

The Other, evil, dark, profound,

As baffled hate, or boding ill,

Sat in his sunken eyes, and light,
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As of some not quite quenched star,

Played flash on flash as if endowed,

Like throbs of some great thunder-cloud,

With ruin coming from afar.

And now those eyes, how strange their glare,

Than spectral fires more wildly bright !

No word is uttered, mute the air,

And all the awful hours steal on,

Nor yet the game is lost nor won !

It deepens each on each intent ;

Hush ! a faint murmur came and went,

A dirge-like sound, as following slow

Some exile to his place of woe
;

Then all is mute again the air,

And all around, as hours steal on,

Nor yet the game is lost nor won.

" Check !" said the mortal,
" To my king?"

Hissed on the board the Stranger,
"
Nay,

Attack, cry check ! give no delay
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Be bold 'twere well who match with Us
;

The stake is somewhat perilous."

Well fenced the dark Unknown, his king

Well fenced
;
his swarthy slaves a ring,

In serried ranks kept close and drew

The fierce attack and braved it too !

Forward his black war chariots rolled,

Whilst swift as shadow through the night,

His sable queen glides down the fight,

And smites the white king's shield he flies.

Then a black bishop, scarfed with gold,

Nay, with red cross as his device
;

A knight in snowy armour now,

For love and for Lord Angelo,

Vaults from the rearward ranks
; awhile,

He holds the fortune of the day,

Until to yon black bishop lost,

The white queen quits the embattled host !

What light has fired the Stranger's brow,

How wildly looks pale Angelo !
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A murmur? yes, a curtain moves

Ah, is She near, and can that sigh,

Though making musical the air,

Warn him of the strange peril nigh ;

And does She gaze on him She loves,

Or are there guardian angels given,

To man without a sign from heaven ?

Yes, though the sky be veiled to us,

In doubt and storm it may be thus

Some spell be touched that may renew,

And back to its old channels true

Send all the healthy life again ;

A life when truth and faith were nigh ;

So, in the iris-lighted sky,

'Twas writ,
" Mid sorrow, doubt, and pain,

Man, his lost Eden might regain,

And win his immortality !"

And list ! a voice so sweet and low

"
Wake, Angelo, one effort more,

G
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Or all of hope and love were o'er,

And thine were deepest woe;

Nay, thou mayest hear e'en now the tale,

The deep drear monody of wail,

Sent up from that dark sea of moaning years,

Surged by the fiery winds, and salt with human tears.

Oh, what were mortal aid or love,

Or suit of mail, or arm of power,

To save him ?

In that awful hour

Deepens the gloom ; the narrowing walls

Advance to crush, then widen far
;

The tapestries fold, like gloomy palls

When suddenly arose a star

That scattered down its golden light

A radiance such as love divine,

Might give in mercy to the sight
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Of eyeballs that in doubt and gloom

Groped long, and ever missed the right !

Yes, one pure ray streamed through that night,

On the despair of that lone man,

A power unseen, as if began

To stir new blood, and a new might

Filled all his soul, as if there ran

Some chord unseen which did unite

The once deemed lost and unforgiven,

With sympathies divine and bright,

That down electric links of light,

Ran earthward from their source in heaven !

He knew, he felt, as if there were

A third or brighter presence there ;

Felt from his heart roll back the tide

Of scorn and sorrow, doubt and pride,

Felt that he prayed ;
and as he braved

His foe unknown, a soft sweet chord

Of voices rather felt than heard,
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Like silver cloud by wind just stirred,

Whispered that,
" He was saved, was saved !"

The game 'tis Angelo's 'tis won !

Like darkness gathered in itself, swept by

A formless Shadow
;
and pealed forth a cry

Sounding from depths afar it ceased alone

Tin; mortal felt and free, whilst like a sun

Upon his soul a starry glory shone !
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THE DAY DREAM OF POWER.

SUDDENLY rose a lofty citadel,

On a high mountain near the foaming sea ;

'Twas built by Power, who came therein to dwell,

In stern security.

Its gates were brazen
;
turrets one by one,

Encircled domes majestic swung in air,

'Gainst which, full oft, the broad and stormy sun

Sat with a lurid glare.

But over it at times there hung a pall

Of gleaming darkness one star only shone

Yet oft below, dear music's rise and fall,

Was heard and oft, a groan.
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But that was quickly hushed- the revel mirth

O'er-mastered mercy,- -beauty glowed and smiled;

And Power grew prouder, trampling on the earth,

Till it was waste and wild !--

And armed thousands from the gates of brass

Rushed forth to slay deep tolled the funeral drum;

And men beheld a tyrant's shadow pass,

And trembled, and were dumb-

Vet many tied where horrid forests iling

A midnight darkness lied, to cave and den
,

And Power was the first hunter, the first king

That hunted men !

Nimrod, "God's rebel," grim Semiramis,

And He, once hailed as " Herod of the North,"

Begirt with viper brood of slaves, who hiss

When humble worth walks forth.

Anon, high summer halls the monarch decks,

Palace and tower, by gorgeous state supplied,
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As conqueror's dreams alone were architects

Fit for a god-like pride.

The costly sunlight half transmuted there,

Through gold and purple shone ;

Voluptuous music melts in gorgeous air,

And then again, a groan.

But that was quickly hushed Power rose, and cried,

"The earth and all it holds to me resigned,

Man and his fortunes ! I 'm not satisfied ;

Now will I rule the mind.

" Men shall bow down and tremble, weep, or laugh,

As my sole will accords
;

I '11 call up giant forms that blood shall quaff,

And they shall be their lords.

" And gloomy shadows, wrapt in night and storm,

And many an idol grim, that winks and nods;

And man more abject than the crawling worm,

Shall worship them as gods !
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" Black standards clouding all the dawn of thought,

Shall wave like funeral gear,

And oriflamme, with words of fire inwrought,

Proclaim ' Not Love, but Fear .'

' "

And so it was and darkness' brooding wing

Hung o'er the world
;
the stars no longer shone

And man was worse than any brutish thing,

He did so curse and moan.

Like rent leaves driven by a furious wind,

When the wild forests crash in stormy weather ;

Men rushed in groups the wretches ! groping, blind,

In crime and fear together.

Then One arose of spirit unsubdued,

He called on men
; they hearkened not he flung

His chain away, and in a prophet's mood,

All rapt he sung.

He sang of hope, and man looked up again,

He sang of freedom, and of moral worth
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Higher and higher rose the stately strain,

At last it shook the earth.

He sang of love, and many a golden gleam

Of softening joy, his gentle words impart;

And many a noble, many a glorious theme

That stirred the inmost heart !

And men became as brothers soft and mild,

And self-denying death, they meekly bore :

The tyrant raged, and martyr pyres up-piled ;

Yet not that song gave o'er.

And lands and isles afar, the echoes caught,

While slaves in vain Power's funeral flag unfurled ;

Song had unbarred the crystal gates of thought,

And flooded all the world !

All, all, as ever higher rose the theme ;

Truth, freedom, love, all things that glorious are,

Like light borne ever on a silver stream,

Beneath a golden star !
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It pierced through cities and with one accord,

Contending armies paused and breathless stood
;

The mailed warrior leant upon his sword,

Nor sought his brother's blood !

The statesman's mask no longer served as shield,

His toils, perchance, were found but tinselled o'er
;

Oppression gave the poor man back his field,

And something more !

And Power, retreating with a stern affright,

Raved, then grew dumb, behind his towers of stone
;

He knew the darkness now, more black than night,

And felt he was alone !

Then filled the earth with music one great hymn,

"'Glory to God I goodwill and peace to man !''

And Power, as tortured by some spectre grim,

Wild to the desert ran :

And wandered there, where all was void and drear,

There was nor tree, nor herb, nor leaf, nor flower
;
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Mercy itself withheld its dew-like tear,

There was nor shine nor shower.

The wild bird sang not, or but sang to mock,

And all things living fled ; save, ever nigh,

A blinded eagle, cowered upon a rock,

Starving, with faint low cry.

And Power had perished, madly, in his pride ;

But that one morning o'er the waste, a child,

Trusting and fond, stole gently to his side,

And looked on him and smiled ;

Yes, smiled ! Oh, beautiful as crystal spring

Gushing mid burning deserts ! love, which slept

In his parched heart, revived ; that fearful King

Reclined his head and wept.

And he arose, and with that child, he sought

The world again, all contrite and subdued ;

As though the murmurs of her lips had wrought,

A nobler, gentler mood.
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And he has put the golden hair aside,

Of her who came like angel from above,

That little one ! and kissed her brow, and cried,

"Not Fear shall reign, but Love!"

And Power has given his energies to Mind ;

And Truth and Love at length their reign began,

And in a glorious cycle for mankind,

The endless aues ran !
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THE GREEK GIRL'S FUNERAL.

A DIRGE.

OH, sweet low Mysian flute,*

A heart-throb in each sigh !

Like soft melodious tears,

Like youth's fond dreaming years

That murmuring pass by

Oh, say not she is gone !

Though her dear lips be mute,

Our Zoe could not die !

Ah ! flower of fairest birth,

We weeping bear thine urn,

Sweet Zoe, yet return !

Speak, as thou didst on earth,

* The Mysian flute, from its sweet and plaintive tone, was used at

funerals among the Greeks.
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And lest we mourn too wildly, say,

Thou hast not yet quite passed away,

But in the music that we hear,

All echo-like thy voice shall breathe

A last farewell to friends so dear,

Lest they too deeply grieve.

O Zoe, but one sigh !

And when the flute is wailing low,

Just whisper back one fond reply,

For we all loved you so

Then soft as though a roseleaf stirred,

Upon the garland on thine urn,

Be thy dear voice but once more heard,

Sweet Zoe, yet return !
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THE BATTLE OF INKERMAN.

NIGHT comes in mist and rain, no star illuming

The heights, the bay below,

Only the leaguered city, ghastly glooming,

With dull and spectral show.

Each cannon through the day its foe defying,

Lies mute on mound and wall,

And not a murmur in the air is dying,

Save some far sentry's call.

Or when from British lines some bugle lonely

Is heard, or flute's soft strain,

From one who wandering home a moment only,

Lives with the past again.
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Then back to that dark hillside and his duty,

He turns, and sees no star,

Save one that ever smiles in peaceful beauty,

His English home afar.

Some soldier, husband, lover vain his musing

Forgive him if he sigh ;

The lot is cast for him no other choosing

To-morrow shall he die.

But hark, the city ! as to some surprising,

A mighty murmur swells,

A stormy gust of martial music rising ;

Then, peal on peal of bells.

Through wreaths of mist, disguise no longer keeping,

The foe, with maddened ire,

Full on the British lines his circles sweeping,

Rims the red dark with fire.

Around, in front, above, each side pervading,

The deadly rifles play,
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From crag to crag with ceaseless fusillading,

Rings one wild fierce "hurra !"

With shot, with shell, from hillside and from valley,

The gleaming air grows warm
;

Steel locked in steel, uproused in death-like rally,

Springs England to the storm !

Her Light Brigade, her Guards oh, nobly daring

For all ere friends are nigh

Ye living men ! have ye e'er marked the bearing

Of those who fearless die ?

Stormed are their batteries, heaped with dead retaken,

They win their guns, and then

Despairing, fall : Ah, what a cheer is breaking

From those devoted men !

With "
light of battle on their brows," careering,

See, from the right advance,

Rapid as fire, their cheering answering cheering,

The crimson bands of France.*

* The Zouaves.

H
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No more, as when each did the other single,

As foes for ages long ;

The cause this day that doth their hearts' blood mingle,

Should raze whole codes of wrong !

But rivals still
;
as brothers, brothers hailing,

With leagued bayonets now,

And storm of grape, in front, in flank assailing,

Together charge the foe.

He wavers, rallies, breaks his masses flying,

His triumph brief is sped ;

Driving his furious cannon o'er the dying,

In smoke and flame he fled.

The day is won a day indeed of sorrow

Yet, "What will England say?"

Round many a desolate hearth, for many a morrow,

She '11 mourn that glorious day !
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SONNET.

O PURE white scutcheon, traced but with a name,

Writ in the highest annals of our love !

O name, like whisper echoed from above,

Through pain and sickness breathed ! O spell that came

To the maimed soldier, who from pallet strove

To lift his head, and blessing, breathe a prayer ;

As through long galleries' gloom a taper's flame

Shone, and one gentle step made music there.

O music ! timed to such an undertone,

Such words of kindness, yet not words alone,

Such deeds, dear Florence, wrought of hope and heaven,

As well might lives of angels blest befit,

For Charity is Love to action given,

And love like thine would make this world an Eden yet.

The above lines were suggested by reading in the Times, that at the

banquet given to the Guards on their return from the Crimea, among

the tropics displayed was a single white shield, bearing the name of

"Florence Nightingale."
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THE PORTRAITS.

TASSO AND I.HONOR A.

"
Ahi, tanto am<> la non amante amata."

Gernsalemme Liberata
t
Canto 2.

[Tasso's captivity at Ferrara endured for seven years ; when released

he wandered about seeking in vain for his friends and his home. Then

it was that a tall and a majestic figure, with pale and thoughtful

countenance and lustrous blue eyes, excited attention as it passed

through the Italian towns, and men exclaimed with awe and pity,
" See! that is Tasso !"]

TASSO.

GAZE, and but once
; ye never may forget

The spell of its deep eyes, it seemeth yet

Some phantom haunting still those ancient halls :

;Tis Tasso come, and listen to his story,

Listen and learn, how, when despair grew mild,

When friends denied him, and the prouder glory

Of fame waxed dim, as if at fate he smiled,

He wrote wild verses on his prison walls,

That told the strange dream of his fitful story.
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Yes, they placed Tasso in a tower of stone
;

Shut out the sunlight, darkened the broad sky,

And told him he might live and love alone !

In sooth soon deemed they that the bard would die
;

Poor slaves ! they knew not that the good and great

Can e'en make solitude a part of state

Fettered and friendless, king-like for a time,

Reign in the majesty of thoughts sublime.

And Tasso dwelt as in a regal tower,

Though thoughts of those who wronged and scorned him still

Rebelled at times against his baffled will,

Shaking the very fortress of his power ;

And then, as though some holy one reproved

Warfare so dark, he turned to brighter themes,

And of the Princess Lady that he loved,

Built up proud hopes in royal towering dreams
;

And as he mused within his prison dim,

A murmur low would waken sweet surprise,

A silvery form stand by with downcast eyes,

And then, a gentle voice would comfort him.
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O good and glorious ! vain thy proud repose,

Death could alone redeem thee from thy foes
;

Man can commit no higher, greater crime

Than, wise in thought, to far excel his time
;

The herd pursue, 'tis pride, or folly calls,

Hound like they range in packs, and lo ! the lion falls.

Tracked, hallooed, hunted, to his dungeon cold,

A hero's spirit mourned a poet's fate
;

Wild was the stern confession that he told

Of sorrow, and deep wrong, and hoarded hate,

And of a world's fierce wrath that unsubdued,

Shook, yet not crushed him of the tiger mood

Of the deceitful Prince that caged him there ;

Much of his hope, and more of his despair.

They said that he was mad
;
and wherefore so ?

Because he loved a Princess? Did they feign

There was no royalty in a poet's woe,

No kingdom over which the bard might reign ?
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Wake, rise, ye awful phantoms of old story !

Conquerors sublime, with starlight on your brows,

Proclaim that empire of the mind, whose glory

The past hath hailed, the present still endows.

The poet is a prince of many lands ;

All gentle creatures which the cruel hands

Of man would torture, all are his, as full

Of life they roam their peopled solitudes,

Sublime in freedom, wild and beautiful,

All reckless bounding through their native woods
;

By art untutored, and by -man untamed,

Free as God made them, caged not, and unclaimed.

Yet oft in vain
;
man will the spoiler play,

Pleasure and avarice urge him on his prey

All nature shuns him, save the horse or hound

His blows have broken, or his bonds have bound,

Save when in land new found, all wondering, nigh,

Some wild thing comes to trust him, and to die !

Oh, won at last, by many vainly sought !
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The spirit of the beautiful, the houri

That wedded to the poet's soul, hatli brought

The stars, the twilight, and the hills as dowry !

O spirit, muse, or fairy, thou hast given,

To him best loved, creative thought and might,

Ranging around him like the stars of heaven,

bright banded forms to bless his world with light ;

All dreams of glorious beings thoughts which win

The heart from sorrow, and the soul from sin-

All gentle promptings; all proud thoughts which dare

Mount like young eagles through the stormy air,

To greet the morning sun, and see if he be fair.

What name that's great would live, were not mankind

With envy less than superstition blind ?

Though scorn and hatred hunt the victim home,

Swift on their heels will retribution come ;

With fear men canonize their victim's name,

And whom they slay, they consecrate to fame !
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LEONORA.

'T is Leonora ! Stranger, gaze awhile,

Her lips have grown immortal with a smile
;

Oh, what too daring pencil sought to trace

The faultless beauty of that silent face
;

With touch unerring to our times conveyed

The spells alike that conquered and betrayed !

A pictured vision, yet no painted art,

Like some enchantment of a twilight sky,

To linger loth, unwilling to depart,

And heavenly born, on earth yet doomed to die
;

Oh, speak ! thou young enchantress of the heart !

Queen of our best emotions, oh, confess

Who loved in vain, yet loved thee not the less
;

Thy name who mingled with his latest sigh,

Then halved with thee his immortality.

Long time 'tis said she mused, long time she strove

Some plea to find why" Tasso dared to love
;
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" What could his madness be?" Oh, well she knew

How he had praised her in immortal rhymes,

And how their echoes gently murmured too,

With music floating to remotest climes

His could not be "The madness of the mind."

So still she marvelled
;
her sweet lips apart,

Till in her mirror her dark eyes declined

Tasso she knew was not like Homer, blind,

His could not be "The madness of the heart."

And if he loved her, wherefore such surprise,

The fault was in her lips and starry eyes.

Her starry eyes ! Oh, who could fix their hue,

Whose latticed fringe the sparkling soul looked through,

Until they almost brightened into blue,

Then deepened like a midnight, when a shower

Of falling stars reveals its glory and its power.

Princess ! a poet wooed thee for his bride ;

Plays on thy cheek majestic beauty now,
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Can thy dark eyes with light mysterious vow

A victim to their triumph, or their pride ?

O Leonora, couldst thou aye beguile

His lonely hours, his sorrows with a smile,

Half close thy deep eyes, feigning
" fond regret,"

And while reproving, "mourn his sorrows yet."

Oh, say what pleasure mantled on thy cheek,

As at thy feet he sat, and strove to speak ;

With soft low sound thy lips
" farewell !" would say,

With soft sweet light thine eyes would bid him "stay !

>:

Farewell, and tarry ! which could be away ?

No ! by thy side he sat till evening dim,

Came, and thou wert its starlight unto him.

Beautiful form ! what life-like changes gleam,

Now o'er thy brow as 'twere thy spirit's dream,

As faith triumphant, holy, calm, yet deep,

Had soothed each passion with its sweet emotion ;

And like a syren lulled to charmed sleep,

The very sea whose life and soul was motion.
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Go, we forgive, absolve thee ! be our plea,

We are but mortals, and we gaze on thee,

Thy truth we'll doubt not : deem not aught of guile,

Lurked like a traitor in so bright a smile,

O song and glory, beauty and renown,

How strong ye are to put all sceptics down !
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ONLY THE TRUE IS BEAUTIFUL.

ONLY the True is beautiful

Only is life-like, and has power-

All lovely things like garlands strown

Upon the troubled waves of time
;

All precious thoughts, though darkened, hid,

Like buried gems 'neath coffin lid,

Will shine again, or speak, or live.

And though the world is hard and cold,

Withholding much it ought to give ;

Nor trustful Ruth, like her of old,

Mid "alien corn" finds ears of gold,

Nor Mary, great of faith, who cried,

" O Lord, if here he had not died !"

There yet remain some twilight gleams

E'en of that Eden lost, that stilT,
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More starry than a poet's dreams,

Inspire us, and for ever will

Some dim reflection, as were given

A ray of more than mortal birth,

That through the half-closed gates of heaven

Yet strays and finds its way to earth !
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THE "TERRIBLE" IN THE BLACK SEA.

At one p.m. Her Majesty's ship Terrible parted all her anchors, and

the cry rose to every tongue, "The Terrible will be on shore !" but

gradually the noble ship faced round to the wind, and passed majesti-

cally out through the fleet. Times, November 14, 1854.

OVER the sea, over the foam,

The curlew shrieks and goes shoreward home

The waters are curdling ; heavy and low

Drive the clouds, and, like spectres fleet,

With their dismal trains of hail and sleet

Chasing each other, away they go,

Chasing each other in storm and gloom,

And the fiercest still is the next to come.

On a rippling sea, at break of day,

Rode frigate and sloop in Katchka Bay ;

Yet long ere noon they plunged amain,

Straining and driving at anchor and chain ;
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The stoutest spar is bent like cane
;

Mid crashing and splitting of sprit and boom,

Snapped is the cordage with fearful strain
;

For swifter and fiercer than hot simoom

Comes the rush of the Black Sea hurricane.

Roll the ships in their lurchings wide,

The masts by the board go one by one
;

Rent from its lashings, each desperate gun

Clears the deck with a furious stride.

( )ver the sea, oh, rides she not free,

And ever her name must the Terrible be
;

Through the gloom, through the storm,

With the red lightning warm,

How she towers o'er the sea !

For she recks not of breakers nor rocks that deform

The shores on her lee.

Oh, fiercer and wilder, and wilder and longer,

Is the tug on each cable, and fiercer and stronger
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And, hark ! what is that ? what a cry mid the blast,

The Terrible parts from her anchors at last.

Vain, vain in that moment are engine and chain,

Spars, streamers, and cordage are scattered like rain
;

Driving down through the fleet, through the storm's

black eclipse ;

Nor she heard, nor could heed,

In her terrible speed,

As the Terrible rushed on the ships !

She is lost ! how the minute guns roar out of time

Mid the breakers, the storm, what a moment sublime
;

Rightly seized, all were won
; mark the Terrible steer

Head to wind through the fleet; bearing up, she is

clear,

And sweeps seaward away in her gallant career !

On the Black Sea foam, at their moorings lay

Frigate and sloop in Katchka Bay ;

When the storm was spent, and the daylight flown,

Frigate and sloop were wrecked and strown !
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Only the Terrible sailed alone

As far away, like a phantom grey,

In the offing dim, and beyond the day,

Where the broken billows tumultuous sway

With a wild unrest, as they dared not sleep,

Lest they dream of the storm and its kindling might,

One lonely ship, on the lonely deep,

Sails, and sails 'neath the starless night !
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THE COMET.

JUNE 30, 1861.

SUDDENLY beautiful ! as if were given

Some glorious witness. Star ! we hail thee now,

Sending thy gleaming shadow down the heaven,

Wreathing the golden sun-spray round thy brow.

Oh ! was thy birth from out primeval night,

When this young earth first traced her steps in light ?

Say then what eyes beheld thy bold career
;

Eyes, that on thee ne'er gleamed from human lids,

Long, long, ere Menes lived, or Egypt drear,

Lay all unshadowed by her pyramids.

We fear thee not, wild star ! though uncontrolled,

Thy speed were swifter than the lightning's gleam ;
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What tale might thy mysterious past unfold,

To our dull world's romance, a mighty dream ?

What news from Sirius ? Saturn's gorgeous dome ?

Or ever down the starry streets of heaven,

Hast found the Pleiad, lost, and weeping, driven

By her six sisters from her golden home?

Amid the order and unerring march

Of time and change, that ever changeless glide

From age to age the same unbroken scheme,

With wheel in wheel like clockwork vast and wide,

That from creation down to doom might run,

And present be the past, again begun ;

Some sudden revelation dost thou seem,

High in the zenith, 'neath the midnight's arch,

As God's own hand in words of fire did write

His presence in the wide wild infinite.

Beyond remotest star-dust didst thou range,

Cresting great waves of dark with fiery foam,
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And bear'st thou hither now, no signs of change ?

O star ! though fated ages yet to roam,

Again return to us, nor find thy doom

Where burnt-out suns lay wrecked on boundless banks

of gloom.
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REVERIES.

I STOOD upon the ocean's desolate shore

As the dark waves came rolling wildly in
;

And suddenly a sound came up to me,

As of a city buried 'neath the sea

When all its bells were ringing ;
mid the roar

Of a deep terror in its vast despair,

Wild bells still ringing through the stormy air.

Yes, there are sounds and murmurs undefined,

Heard in the waters, or the viewless wind,

Echoes perchance brought down from far-off times,

Murmuring the mighty names of mighty men,

Lost in the roll of ages ; mystic rhymes

Of poets who went mad nor woke to fame
;

And men who might have made themselves a name,
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But perished in the foremost battle, when

The combat raged the fiercest ; yet whose words,

Like spells long lost after long ages flown,

Awake, revive like some bleak wind whose tone

Tells of the drear old past round some vast cromlech stone.
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WHITHER?

I STOOD upon the shore, and past me flew,

Baffling the winds and surge, a lonely bird

A gleam of light the glare of sunset threw

A moment on its plumage ;
out of sight,

Seaward it passed into the stormy night.

So 'twas with One I knew his eagle ken

Pierced through the marrow and the soul of things ;

It was as though he walked the earth with wings-

He was so full of power o'er other men.

Quickly he vanished dead ? flown whither ? lost ?

A speck of star-dust down the zenith tost,

A bubble iris-hued that struck the shore

Burst, and was gone ; ah, was there nothing more ?

There is, there must be from all ages sounded

Along the echoing shores of time have pealed
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Responses deep in our own natures founded,

That speak of an hereafter yet revealed

In every spiritual want and hope, a trust

That all is ended not in
" Dust to dust."

Each glorious deed a glorious cause hath wrought,

E'en in the hero's act who dying, saved

And proved him stronger than the death he braved ;

Each holiest sacrifice that love has taught,

Each prompting man from some bright faith has caught-

Dying to seal its truth
; oh, not in vain ;

The embryo life yet sleeps with folded wings,

From the cold seed the flower in beauty springs

The darkest night shall have its dawn again !

Though fades the day from off the woods and streams,

The landscape lives, though it be lost to sight ;

The ray from the remotest star that gleams,

Glides on for ever through the fields of night ;

The outward signs of death, not death may be

The cold life slumbers in the leafless tree !
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A careless touch upon a harp string makes

A sound
;
but if the hand of skill be nigh,

And thought be wedded with the chord it wakes,

A music lives that shall not quickly die
;

The soul that music is it sinks 'tis flown !

Oh no, not lost though broken be the lute,

Its wavelike echoes spread to climes unknown,

The spells it woke can never more be mute !

Then trust and fear, thy faith shall aid thee well,

Thy fear with love, all other fears expel.
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CHILDHOOD.

THE world hath rung out many chimes

Since the old and mystic times ;

Not alone the poet's strain

Seeks to breathe them in again ;

Lights and shadows in the distance,

Through eternal cycles run,

And each mystery of existence

Ceases to be aye begun.

Why are the old spells alluring

That through distant ages ranged ?

Why are love and faith assuring ?

Human heart ! thou art unchanged ;

Men for ever, restless moving,

Grasp at shadows, fortune, fame

See those children, loved and loving ;

Human heart ! thou art the same.
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Little Mary, she, who gazes

As her eyes with tear-drops glisten,

Little fairy crowned with daisies,

Softly stealing near to listen
;

Wolves are none at hand to harm her,

Wolves she knows have never spoken-

But the tale of old can charm her,

Childhood's daisv wreath
!

s unbroken !
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THERE'S NOT A REED THAT

TREMBLES SO!

THERE 's not a reed that trembles so,

To night's soft breathing, but doth move

Upon the mission God hath sent it,

Waving ever to and fro,

As the grey stream winds along.

Not a brook that murmurs by,

To the old monotony

It sang ages long ago,

But it wraps our thoughts among

Dreams of mountain, cloud, and sky.

Not a flower but, sibyl-like, weaves

Responses mid the forest leaves,
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Repeating fondly to the wind,

"
I am proof of art and mind,

Though the humblest of my kind."

Not a star, but night hath meant it

Yet to be a witness shining

O'er the dying day's declining,

Touching many a chord which stirs

Within our hearts, we scarce know why,

The deep fond hope which faith avers,

The dream of immortality !
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THE CASTLE OF LIEBENSTEIN.

THE bells ring loud and fast,

No merry bells are they

The crowd go hurrying past,

Yet 'tis no holy-day.

The crowd go hurrying on

With gestures mute but wild,

Following a woman, pale and wan,

Leading a little child.

Oh, its little head was bright

With locks like the amber skies,

And a soft and a playful light

Gleamed fondly in its eyes !
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'Twas a thing of mirth and song

That would sport by its mother's side,

That would nod to the flowers as it went alon<

To the blue-bells in their pride !

But ah ! they lose who gain-

See yon stately chief draw near
;

He decks the child with a jewelled chain,

And he bids it have no fear.

The bells ring loud and fast,

No merry bells are they ;

The crowd go hurrying past,

Yet 'tis no holy-day.

There 's a threatening sound goes out,

A cold and a freezing breath,

More piercing than a battle shout,

More death-like e'en than death !
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Yes ! that mother, pale and wan,

Has bartered her child for gold ;

And step by step must she lure him on,

Till they come to the vaulted hold.

Till they come ; yes ! alone, alone,

Shall that vault her child immure,

Bricked up beneath the foundation-stone,

That the castle may endure !

No assault shall bend it down,

Nor by storm shall it be riven
;

And its robber lord his pride shall crown,

And forget there 's God in heaven.

How the bells ring drear and low,

No merry bells are they ;

How the crowd all silent go,

For 'tis no holy-day.

K
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A chair bedecked with flowers

Now into the vault they bring,

And twenty masons with trowels bright,

Stand round it in a ring.

Oh, can they place him there !

Yes they give him a jewelled band,

Show him trinkets, and point to the flower-decked chair,

And he clasps his mother's hand !

The vault it looks so dim

" Dear mother, oh, kiss me now !"

See, see, she has bent down over him,

And see, she has kissed his brow !

The lord of Liebenstein,

That fierce and robber lord,

Rolled out an oath by the roaring Rhine,

As he half-unsheathed his sword.
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Ah ! then, by some hand unknown,

That gloomy vault within,

A fresh white rose was softly thrown

Oh, it lured the young child in !

He sat on the flower-decked chair,

Poor helpless, lost, young thing,

And he shouted with glee to his mother there,

And laughed like a little king.

Yes ! that mother, so pale, stands near;

Oh, aside she dare not move-

All is lost if her child should shed a tear,

Or doubt of that mother's love !

How the bells ring loud and fast,

No merry bells are they ;

But the people stay to see the last

Of this wild holy day.
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Then the robber chief spoke low,

And the masons forward sprang,

Less and less did the vaulted opening grow,

As their glittering trowels rang.

Yes ! less and less that space,

Through which daylight streaming fell
;

But the child lifted up its sunny face,

And said,
"
Mother, I see you well."

Less and less oh, still beguiled,

There fell shade on that young thing's brow

But it neither laughed nor smiled,

But said,
"
Mother, I see you now !"

And then 'twas midnight all

There 's a stifled murmur hark !

" O mother dear ! through the wall, the wall,

Your face looks wondrous dark !"
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THE MEETING OF THE SWALLOWS.

FROM shady nooks and hollows, see, as each the other

follows,

Shoot the eager clustering swallows, 'neath the wild

September sky

In liquid circles swinging, as with joy each heart were

ringing,

With a low suppressed singing hither, thither, now

they fly !

Now with short uneven motion, tossed like storm-birds

o'er the ocean,

With a dizzy wild commotion, swept in eddies past

the trees ;

Now skimming closer, nearer, as our English sod grew

dearer,

When through leaves which rustled serer, came far

echoes of the seas.
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Oh ! they love this land of ours, yet it is not for its

flowers
;

And the tempest cloud that lowers chills them often

to the heart
;

Tis our roofs and those beneath them, the old vine

trees round that wreath them,

Children's songs and those who breathe them yes,

from these they 're loth to part.

Now when golden woods look glowing, and the wild

Norse winds are blowing,

They are gathering, they are going, they are gathering
-

they have fled !

Gone all ! oh, when returning? for we know their hearts

are yearning

For the smoke-wreaths ever turning round the roofs

where they were bred.

We shall miss you, dearest swallows, miss your warnings

o'er the shallows,

When ye dip mid reeds and sallows, with a touch so

light and free ;
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Miss you when the rain-wind waileth, when the purple

cloud low traileth,

As the raven slowly saileth to the dead bough on the

tree.

Oh, we love you, ever, ever ! and we pray the sweet

spring weather

Back may bring you altogether ere the first bluebells

have blown.

We too are wanderers, fleeting oh, like you, may we

have greeting,

Friends long lost, and kindred meeting, in the far land

and unknown.
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AUTUMN EVENING.

LOVELY Summer had gone by ;

Summer, dreaming of the tune

Of a brooklet in deep June,

Or of slumberous things which lie

Cloudlike, in her silent sky ;

And, like glow of sunset eves,

Mid the gorgeous forest leaves,

Glimmered Autumn, rich and golden.

It was night and softly folden

In her leaves the lily kept ;

All the wild things round her slept,

Save where some small creature crept

From its day-dream just awake,

Stealing gently through the brake
;

Save when dry reeds rustling shook,
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Curled by eddies on the brook ;

Nothing moved in heaven's deep blue,

But a star, that falling drew

A train of silver o'er the wood

And thought went upward like a prayer,

For in that glorious solitude,

It seemed as God alone were there !
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THE MOTHER TO HER CHILD.

I SAW thee dying in thy cot,

And dead upon my knee,

My child, by all to be forgot

Too soon, but me !

Thine eyes from which a joy would flow,

V
A joy that daily grew,

Thy mother's heart that gladdened so

Thine eyes so blue !

Now closed see not the buds I 've laid

Thy small pale cheek beside
;

Ah, surely as I spoke there played

A smile, and died !

Gone ! yet if roses bright are reared

In heaven, will they appear

More fair than flowers by love endeared

Placed on thy bier ?
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Ah, but thy little steps no more

Shall greet me at the gate

Their echoes year by year grow lower,

And I must wait.

Yet if loved forms in far-off climes

Thine eyes, my child, may trace
;

Will they not earthward look sometimes

For one pale face !

Yet ah, perchance thou yet must sleep

Long years, and gently dream,

And thoughts like these which make me weep,

But shadows seem.

Till one great joy of heaven outbloom,

Love hallowing all, divine ;

And midst the flowers which there relume,

One bud be mine !
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THE PASSAGE BIRDS OF MEMORY

I KNOW they come not till the spring,

Yet dream they 're in yon distant sky,

And fancy every breeze will bring

The passage birds of memory.

I see the violets shrined in leaves,

Pale primroses in clusters stroxvn
;

But oh, the voice that 'neath our eaves

Once whispered music! Is it gone?

Perchance some echoes linger yet

Ah, no, the river darkly speeds,

No gentle shadows o'er it flit,

No music but from moaning reeds.
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O desolate home, that stands among

The fairest scenes from love apart,

That hast no voice to glad, like song,

The summer places of the heart.

Our hopes may fade, yet poor we know

Is faith, that fears the wintry sky ;

When, hush ! beneath the thatch sings low,

One passage bird of memory !
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JULIET.

C'uRTAiNKD with silence round was that dim hall,

A silence only broken by the sigh

Of reed)' brook or lonely waterfall

Sweet far-off sounds that waken but to die;

Hut Juliet sleeps
- a flush of rosy light

Doth on her cheek some secret hope declare,

As one fond word her sainted lips indite,

Seems like the murmured echo of its prayer !

A little table by her couch doth store

The gems and gloves which at the masque she wore ;

Whilst from a pictured arras, old and rare,

And quaint devices of ancestral loom,

The mailed chiefs look frowning into air-

Yet Juliet sleeps and dreams not of their gloom.
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A lonely taper, like a fountain slender,

Scattered soft twilight through that stilled room,

And o'er strange carvings wrought a dreamy splendour.

(The small white cloud was yet scarce seen afar)

Whilst through the lofty casement, ward-like keeping,

There looked from out the purple heaven a star,

Beneath it glided swift a ghost-like river,

White huddling mists along its banks it drew
;

But here was trustful Juliet, gently sleeping

Oh, blissful sleep ! oh, happy waking too !

Who stores a gift and loves not well the giver ?

A trembling flower the maiden's hand hath prest,

She placed it near her heart and bade it rest,

Kissed ere she slept, it shook through all its leaves,

Like one delighted, not like one who grieves.

Who would not tremble when such lips were near ?

What flower is it? A rose young Romeo threw it,

That night, within the casement Juliet knew it.

Sleep on, sweet girl, and dream not of a sigh
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Another morrow, and thy wedding day !

Then all of hope and promise pass away !

Thy childhood was a blessed dream ! so fair

Thy thoughts and pure, that they like angels were,

That tended on thy youth ; and, oh, thine eyes

Made gentle votaries as with sweet surprise,

And oft rejoiced at their own praise they smiled,

In their mute gladness, beautifully mild.

But ah ! what vision of thy darkened morrow

Shall change thy dream of hope to hopeless sorrow ?

We see thee, see thee, on thy bended knee,

We hear thy voice, in murmurs hoarsely deep,

Cry, "Churl, drink all, nor leave a drop for me !"

The lioness scorns for her slain young to weep ;

More wildly thou we see thee grasp the steel,

And half-atoning, half-avenging, kneel

By thy first love's lone altar and its grave

O gentleness and pity, help and save !
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Sweet girl, fair noble Juliet ! Blessed night

Guard thee and keep thee ! Stars, with holiest light

Look down and cherish
;
with a fond emotion

Murmur, ye bay trees in your charmed sleep ;

Let all fond things adoring watch, then weep

Delicious tears as touched by some devotion !
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I WANDER THROUGH THY GARDEN.

'

Lizctte meme, helas ! n'est plus qu'une ombre." I>ERANC.F.R.

I WANDER through thy garden,

Oh, whither art thou flown ?

The butterflies are roving

Through its wilderness alone.

Yes, flower with flower enwreathing,

All pensive stand I now,

As with its rosy breathing

Sports the west wind on my brow.

Yet know I thou art near me,

As in the waning light,

The presence wont to cheer me,

Star-like, rises with the night.
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THE DEATH OF TALFOURD.

To die and thus to die

Upon the judgment-seat,

As on his ear there fell the children's cry,

The cry of children from close factory rooms
;

A cry from spectral figures o'er their looms,

And sullen sobs from hearts in prison glooms,

And lost ones none would greet ;

From men fierce toiling in the living tombs

Of wealth beneath our feet.

Yes, on the judgment-seat,

His latest sentence was a plea that strove

To preach the evangel ; go, reform, but love

Go, plead with men for man
; go, quickly find

Some nobler means than force or punishment

To raise the fallen, gently lead the blind,

And chain the stormy seas of discontent.
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Yes, let the lost one know in hope, in fear,

That if one truth be brighter than another.

There is no rank in love
;
love draweth near,

Claiming the poorest, humblest man as brother.

To die yes, thus to die

A judge in ermined state
;

His latest sentence, mercy; his last sigh,

A prayer to bend the proud hearts of the great,

To lift their lowly brethren from the sod,

And by the spell of kindness, gently try

To bring them nearer God.

Yes, love like music fell

And though no echo stirred,

Love was the latest word,

Love was his own blest knell
;

Good soul, with thee 'tis well !

To die yes, thus to fall,

Pleading for man for all,
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Robed as a judge within his judgment-hall.

No bannered warrior foremost in the strife,

Who won the victory where he lost the life,

Had a more glorious pall !
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SAPPHO.

Tis night, 'tis night the wind comes storming in,

And voices thicken in its path ;
the sea

Clasps the dark headland wildly yes, to-night

I
%

11 pierce yon gleaming darkness, and will read

What there is writ midst all those Mashing lights ;

What fate to her, who's trod a world on fire,

When others found it but a lawn of flowers !

What fate to her, who 's plucked the rose of life

Just as its buds, sun-touched, blood-red, grew warm

Then cast it from her as a worn-out thing,

Whilst others bore its blossoms to their graves.

Ah, I will send my song unto the winds,

The winds shall waft it to the golden morn,

And morn bequeath it to the silver eve,

And morn and eve shall bear it on for ever !

Yes, I will be immortal for my love
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Love the all-conqueror, Love whose wooing breath

Breathes on the sea, and all the beautiful forms,

Rose-lipped, and pearled, and iris-pencilled, live

Breathes upon earth, and all the joy-born flowers

Gleam out with lights more gorgeous than those stars

Breathed upon Sappho ; oh, what burning breath !

And Sappho woke to sing of love, and die !

Think they not deepest who the deepest feel?

I 'd give my life away in one wild song,

Yet deem myself a god to sit by him,

As he by Lesbia. He is gone Away !

The sea is up, the wind is shrill the waves

Cry, "Sappho, come ! we wait for thee, we wait."

I mount the steep, ten thousand murmurs live

Around rne like the tongues of endless years ;

Ocean, mysterious night, and ye wild stars,

Receive your priestess, crowne 1 Sappho comes !
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THE SOUTHERN WIND.

O SOUTHERN wind, com'st thou from leafy nooks

Silvering with thy sweet breath the willow leaves,

Or hast thou wandered, beautiful Unseen,

Along far valleys green,

Ruffling the reedy brooks,

Startling the lily, till, beneath the tides,

Her head she hides ?

Oh, pause one moment ! here are leaves and flowers,

And all sweet things, to gladden thee on earth
;

Then do not hasten to yon gloomy bowers,

For they will mar thy mirth
;

Amid the fettering boughs of those tall firs

Thou wilt as captive be,

And moan as when a dirge-like murmur stirs

From off a frozen sea
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O southern wind, beneath thy wings have sighed

Young honeysuckles, thyme, and violets fair
;

Didst thou breathe gently o'er them as they died,

Vowing their parting spirits still to bear,

To quiet slumber in some mossy urn?

Or, murmuring soft as bees at eventide

Returning laden home, didst thou prepare

The hidden daisies for the spring's return ?

O southern wind, oh, haste thee not away,

Where year by year the desolate ivy climbs

Higher and higher up the turret grey !

In her defiance of all years and climes,

She will but send thee sadly on thy way,

With some old legend of her stately times
;

But if, sweet pilgrim, onward thou must stray,

Oh, murmur through yon limes,

Or by the willows, they will bend aside

Their boughs ;
and if thou lovest yet to greet,

With kisses soft, the brooklets at their feet,

Thou wilt not be denied.
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THE MAD KNIGHT.

SLOWLY fading, fading slowly,

The great shadows of the trees,

Passed and other shadows wholly,

In my heart, out-shadowed these.

I had loved, and lost you Linda !

Slowly riding from the grange,

Down the well-known pathway, whither

We at star-rise used to range.

Often I looked back to gather

Some stray light for my despair,

But the softened haze of evening

No glamour reflected there.

The wild almonds were in blossom,

Flowering ere the leaves came forth,
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Heart-veined like my hopes, and budding

To a cold and blighting north.

Yet no breath was stirring round me,

Unheard slipped the coney by,

And my horse's footfalls, only,

Met my ears so mournfully !

So I rode into the darkness,

So I rode into the night,

Till the vast Orion, gleaming,

Stood above me in his might.

Then the world receded, seeming,

With its bitterness and ill,

As that mighty Star-God gleaming,

Rose the Universe to fill.

At his right shot Sirius, lightning,

And the great sword on his thigh

Was belted with three suns, and brightening

Star-clouds made his canopy.
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So I looked on Karth, half scorning ;

Heard a little chapelle bell
;

Saw a red gleam as when morning

Glints through chink in captive's cell
;

Saw a light creep down a pathway,

Which the pink heath-flowers had paven,

To a bower, where oft with Linda

My wild heart had sought its haven.

Here they found her lonely, dying,

One hand on her heart to still

Its flutter and a white rose lying

By her lips, that seemed to thrill,

As if its patient leaves stirred under

Her soft breath, that ebbed so sweetly,

And her eyes, half-closed ! no wonder

Death delayed to slay completely.
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Then I rode into the darkness,

Then I rode into the night,

Till the red-roan steeds of morning

Trod the snow-clouds into light.

Then I rode into the forest,

Pine wood, branched with arching glooms ;

There they found me wandering lonely,

As one living midst the tombs.

My poor horse had fallen weary,

Scant of water, rest, and food
;

I had lack of nothing, strengthened,

By my visions in that wood.

When they led me home 't was starlight,

Yet their whispers mocking fell
;

Linda's father rode beside me,

And he swore that she was well !
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Well ! my heart was wild, though broken-

Their hand wolf was not yet tamed

Great Orion flashed in token

He was wroth the red North flamed.

Yet 't was Linda at the portal

Met me no, she is at rest
;

''I was a white-robed saint that, weeping,

Gently drew me to her breast.

Not my Linda? Xo, for blindly

Sleep the dead, unless they feign ;

Yet, whoe'er it was, she kindly

Soothed the fever of my brain.

I am calmer life is fleeting

Calmer it were best to sleep,

If we do not dream too wildly,

If we do not wake to weep
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FOREST ECHOES.

VAST the forest was, where, grouped together,

Stood the ancient, stood the stalwart trees,

Giant wrestlers in the stormy weather,

Graceful dryads in the summer breeze
;

Soft the aspens gave a gentle shiver,

Soft as rain-dew when the white mist creepeth,

Streamward stealing, where the tall reeds quiver,

And the light cloud scarcely rains, but weepeth.

Hark ! their whispers" Golden day is going,

Going dreamlike down the hills afar,

And he leaves his golden shadow glowing,

Whilst the twilight just unveils a star."

There the lindens, grouped amongst the beeches,

Murmured gently just like bees, and gave

Rippling echoes as, down far off reaches,

Some lone river murmurs in each wave.
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Then the beeches said
" Great ocean sleepeth,

Muttering sleepeth yet is all prevailing,

Lone, and vast, and old; for, aye, he keepeth

Memories wild o'er a lost world, and wailing."

Hut the red pines, their bare arms outstretching

Pines which erst had the Sea Dragons masted,

When the Norsemen, a wide compass fetching,

Spoiling Tenet wildly strove and wasted-

Then the red pines, cruel, dark, and lonely,

Wiry-fingered, clasped the wind that shrieking,

For a moment harshly spoke, as only

Norroway witches, a deep vengeance wreaking ;

Giant ash trees in wild chorus master,

All the myths and sagas of the North
;

From the black yews, rushed now fast and faster,

Cloud-like deer, and shadowy hunters forth.

But the oak trees, iron-sinewed, planted,

Vast roots clamped in rock-work through the soil,
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Stood like ancient castles, grim, enchanted,

Filled with shouts of border wars, and spoil.

Passed the tempest ;
and the clouds dividing,

Showed a heaven of belted stars and azure
;

And the night wind to a breath subsiding,

Through the fir-cones thrilled a fairy measure.
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THE VASE OF TEARS.

THE morning to the lattice came,

The morning's glimmer, slowly,

It lit a little dying face

With light so calm and holy.

Then, as a cloud with shadow grey,

Just passed, ye scarce knew whether

The child's last smile the sunny ray

Went first, or both together.

The small grey cloud was swift in flight ;

Not so a mother's sorrow
;

She knew no ray, nor smile, would light

Her dead child's face to-morrow.
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They took her own little Annie away,

To a sunlit lea they bore her
;

For they knew where the lambs came out to play,

The daisies would cluster o'er her.

Yet empty long, a little chair

Stood in that lonely dwelling,

And a mother's eyes oft wandered there

With tears for ever welling.

At length, like a well-known step, there seemed

A sound by the lattice, lonely,

One night when from silver mists outgleamed

The crescent of Vesper, only.

The door was ajar, then soft and fair,

'Neath the holy night above her,

Shone Annie's brow, and her floating hair,

And the look, that made angels love her.
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With a step so still she glided in,

Yet her voice, how sweetly broken

"
Oh, mother ! a sorrow like thine is sin,

Behold, of thy tears the token."

She looked a goblet of crystal glass

In her child's pure hand was glowing

"
Oh, mother! 'tis filled with thy tears, alas !

One drop ! it were overflowing.

" One more then no sleep in the grave for me
;

No rest where my spirit would hasten;"

" Dear God ! said the mother,
"

I '11 live to Thee,

And bow to the griefs that chasten."

Little Annie was gone ! yet sweetly afar

Came a strain as by angels given ;

And her mother saw, like a new-made star,

A trackway of light in the heaven.

The above poem is founded upon a legend in Beckstein's Marchenbttch.

It is a prevalent notion in parts of Germany that excessive grief on the

part of survivors affects the repose or happiness of the deceased.
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A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM.

SWEET eve of summer, for the sun is down ;

Yet though no sickle through the fields has passed,

Through the warm haze shine gleams of golden brown,

And yellowing green ; the corn is ripening fast.

And down a winding dell, with wreath on wreath,

Mid leafy twilights they have made their own,

The hops clasp hand in hand, that underneath

Old Pan unseen may wander quaint and lone.

The air is rife with far-off melodies,

The cuckoo's voice is faint beyond the wood,

And soft as moan of waves on summer-seas,

The twilight's sigh goes through the solitude.
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Down from the cloud-world now dim shadows bend ,

Yet, in the indistinctness, wide and vast,

The Unknown and the Infinite descend,

And from above the Immortal gleams at last 1

Oil, wonder thought ! that we should mount afar,

Where suns sublime and glorious worlds are found,

And now so dwarf-like be, the nearest star

Limns not our faintest shadow on the ground !

Oh, wonder thought ! that He yet draweth nigh

In hearts that love to mark His presence there
;

When from the golden wavelets of the sky,

Karth turns in silence towards those stars in prayer.
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A MEMORY.

OH, music, low and tender,

Her sweet voice ever fell,

And her soft eyes' shadowy splendour

Had its starriness as well.

Her lips, oh, memory ! bright

As roses warm had pressed them
,

Her steps, oh, gentleness ! so light,

The very daisies blessed them.

Her eyes on them I 've gazed

At morn, at noon, at night ;

It might be I would read my fate

Within their mystic light
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It might be for full well

I loved, would know what part,

Their shadows, or their deepening spell,

Shared with her silent heart.

Ah ! yet she turned aside,

And I went doubting on
;

It might be love, it might be pride

Upon her cheek that shone ;

It might be all in tenderness,

As though her love had been

A rosebud folded close, and all

Its red warm leaves unseen.

Yes, I went doubting on,

Till half in my despair,

I pressed her hand within my own,

And found it lingered there !
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Then said I" Long I Ve loved "-

She raised her eyes to seek

Mine own, and half reproved

" Loved long, and yet not speak ?"

Then beautiful and true,

Her eyes met mine again,

And by their softening light I knew

I had not loved in vain.
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THE KINGS AND QUEENS OF EARTH.

WREATHS for the mighty bring,

The chiefs of old renown,

On some red field of tears and triumphing

Who won the victor's crown :

The Northmen bold ? who first o'er stormy seas

Sent down the Raven Banner on the breeze
;

Oh no, not these, we sing !

Who are the mighty ? They !

The builders of Egyptian Pyramids ?

The unknown race, on whose stone coffin-lids

Strange forms are scrolled ? or men whose awful sway

Wrought the rock temple, reared the cromlech grey,

Whose smoke, and fire, and incense darkened day ?

Not they, oh no, not they !
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Who are the mighty ? See !

<i

Where art 's a wizard, where the marble rife

With grace and beauty quickens into life
;

Or where as danger's waves beat wild and free,

Some "
glorious arm "

like Moses' parts the sea,

That a vexed people yet redeemed may be
;

The Statesman, Sage ? Is 't lie ?

Oh, no, not these the noblest triumphs prove ;

Go, where forgiveness, speeding like the dove,

Alights o'er life's dark sea on some lone heart
;

When men to men, truth, justice, peace, impart,

As best interpreters of Godlike love ;

Where all life's noblest charities have birth,

And by the sickening couch, the desolate hearth,

Dear Woman plays the ministering angel's part ;

There, reign the kings, the queens of peerless worth,

They shall subdue the earth !
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SHADOWS.

THE shadows lie deep upon memories endeared

By the hopes of a life now in autumn o'ercast,

And our youth's bright reveille through sun glades that

cheered,

Dies all dirge-like away like a "mort" o'er the past.

O child, didst thou shake the full branch in thy glee,

For the apple when golden and brown ?

Rosy-cheeked, how thy sunny eyes mocked the old tree,

Thou wert pale ere the year had gone down ?

The grape groweth purple mid vine leaves that sway,

Scarlet-veined, then fall scattered and sere :

Blood-red springs a lichen from mould and decay ;

We throw flowers on the bridal and bier.
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Can the rose breathe a blessing from out of her leaves,

O beautiful bride, dost thou speak ?

Press the bud to your lips like the perfume it gives

Dies the rose dawn of love on your cheek.

Ah ! let not such shadows our spirits enslave,

Till we note but the bars of our prison ;

For a beautiful Faith sitteth veiled by the grave,

Angel-like, and assures
" He hath risen !"
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THE STORM.

LIKE a sword unsheathed in play,

There shot gleams in fitful mood,

From a ridge of clouds, low, far away,

Through the thunderous solitude.

No sound but a fearful hush,

As 'neath shadow of viewless wings,

Earth stricken lay 'neath the pissing rush

Of a thousand unseen things,

Not a sound yet the forest bowed,

And the rack was eddying driven
;

And wild and vast streamed a sable cloud

Like a pall across the heaven.

It seemed like the eve of doom,

When the mightiest hills shall reel.

It seemed Ah, now, through the deepening gloom,

Come the flash and the thunder peal !
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LITTLE WHITE ROSE.

How softly you slumbered, little white rose,

When the fever flush had flown !

Did you lie on my heart with your cheeks so close

Till I scarcely knew mine own ?

Whether the pulses were yours or mine ?

What matter, white rose so sweet
;

To a holier light doth your heart incline,

To a holier love must beat.

A life-long care is mine I know,

A grief-abiding gloom

That lacks all tears that softly flow,

That joy may thence outbloom !

No scattering, as a south wind passed ;

No dash of mistlike rain,

That hangs like diamonds on the flowers

When the sun shines out again.
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Yet in the solitudes of life

A something speaks, and seems,

As wafted from a golden age,

A thing of joy and dreams.

That voice no, that hath died at last,

Yet still I see those eyes,

And a slight shadow oft has passed

Between me and the skies.

Small lips so perfect and complete,

They of themselves might sing,

And would for sweetness kiss and meet,

With a gentle murmuring.

Yet up life's steeps I ride away,

And a shadow side by side

Keeps pace, and a bell tolls every day

At the hour when Eva died.
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For memories back to that garden go,

Through the long, long groves of years,

Where the flowers she loved wave to and fro,

When not a breath does around them blow,

And the dew they shed is tears.
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MY SPIRIT WENT FORTH A DREAMING.

MY spirit went forth a dreaming, into the silent

grove,

And veiled in a mist of silver, like a bride rose the star

of love,

The purple hells of the foxglove to and fro in silence

played,

When I heard a far off anthem 't was a nightingale's

voice in the glade,

Rejoicing Oh, did we know of the unknown themes

she sings,

Should we cling to this earth so lonely ? Ah, yes, even

she who hath wings

Finds something lovely and trustful; for be sure in

her high emotion,

Her mate, and her nest, and her nestlings, fill her heart

with a home devotion
;
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Timidly loving and tender, in the boughs, with a

streamlet nigh,

She might almost hear, would she listen, the wonder-

ing waves reply

Timidly loving and tender, after the good and the

beautiful yearning,

She knows by a sweet intuition, what takes poet a life

to be learning,

With a music that starward is floating, as the past and

the future were blended,

What the minstrel attains not, if ever, till youth and

its passions are ended.

Oh, why was the beautiful made to be far off, ideal,

evanescent ?

Like the opaline cloudlets of summer, round dying

suns changing incessant,

Like the bloom of the almond tree scattering pink

snow flakes, falling 'mongst daisies,

Like a smile from a sweet face that passes when the

unloved too ardently gazes ;
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Oh, why was the beautiful made to be far off, only

audible, seeming

Like the nightingale, perhaps, but a voice, when the

woods and the hills lie a dreaming,

Like a vision of stars on the streamlet, when "
forget-

me-nots
"
blue have left spaces,

Or the light in soft eyes for a moment, where in vain

we have looked for love's traces
;

But the night comes all chill with its shadows, the

bird's song grows faint and uncertain,

And my heart in the darkness grows weary, and a

cloud wraps my star in its curtain.
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DEAREST !

DEAREST, Grief itself is holy,

When we sorrow that we may not

Always see the sign assuring,

When our warm hearts, still enduring,

Humbly ask that they may stray not

That the wrong may yet be righted,

That the shadows stealing slowly

O'er our pathway, dimly lighted,

May be driven away, and wholly,

As the soul escapes its prison,

And the heart casts off its chain,

We may feel that He has risen,

As He died for us Again !

We have stood beside the river,

Life's swift river gliding by
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Ah, the reeds will often shiver,

Though no living breath be nigh ;

We have deeply thought, and ever

Fondly waited for reply ;

Deeply thinking prayerful weeping,

We have asked the reason why

Why those we have loved are sleeping,

Oh, so still ! and we 've been keeping

Our long watch without reply?

Hast thou seen a star when moving

Vanish from the evening's brow
;

Seen its track so faint, just proving

That it was, yet is not now

For a moment is not now?

Hast thou heard a friend departing,

Going down some wooded lane,

Till his steps were lost, then starting,

Heard those sounds come back again !

For a moment ? This may teach us

When once more the memory wakes,
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Steps of friends long lost may reach us
;

And a star-track still be given,

Like a pathway up the Heaven,

Still be lighted for our sakes !
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DESTINY.

I SAW a Flower over a starlit brook,

All sad and lone, bending her dewy head
;

And every time the ruffling night-wind shook

The darkening waves, she bowed as though she read

Some legend of her destiny ;
for there

Were mirrored a few stars, in their faint shining

But half revealing, half with doubt entwining,

The fate of all things, faithful, fond, and fair !

I looked again, that Flower was gone and lo,

The wind, like one whose spirit moaneth so,

And walks and dreams, upon the stream did fling

The purple leaves of that frail, fading thing,

Sibylline, scattered to the waves to be

Emblems to others of like Destiny.
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THE PYRAMID OF BAYONETS.

HARK to the clarions ! hear the echoing drum !

See line on line the marshalled warriors come,

Stately and slow ;

And Constantine, the Prince, is there
;

Bright gleam his lances in the air,

And gorgeous banners, rich and rare,

Wave to and fro !

v

Gleaming with steel, the guards advance ;

See how their snorting chargers dance,

And paw the ground ;

The Polish lancers, the hussars,

The veterans glorying in their scars,

The heroes of old Turkish wars,

Are forming round.
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Yet stay, the drum has ceased to beat,

Though loud the measured tramp of feet

Still smites the ear;

Assembled thousands crowd to gaze

Upon the banners and their bla/e,

Then whisper with a dull amaze,

'

Why comes He here !

"

" Halt !

"
the battalions stand as though

Each plume, each crest o'er soldier's brow,

Grew chilled to stone !

The Grand Duke's hand was on his sword,

He seemed to speak, the mocking word

Died on his lip; the tempest stirred

His heart, alone !

Then, yet more fatal than his frown,

Awing each rising murmur down,

Appeared his smile :
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He waved his hand
;
a space it clears.

Lo ! fenced on either side by spears,

A pyramid of bayonets rears

Its glittering pile.

Where is the victim ? Where ? A drum

Beats and the populace are dumb,

A Pole draws near
;

Pacing a gallant steed beside,

With unbowed mien, and look of pride,

As musing how his father died,

He scoffs at fear.

" Mount !

"
cried the Prince,

"
Mount, daring Pole,

Yours is a will above control,

For ill or good ;

Rebellious, headstrong, like your steed,

You both of discipline have need,

So try your charger's strength at speed,

And cool your blood !

"
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And hark ! again the bugles sound ;

The warrior mounts, and takes his ground

To win his meed
;

Full on his eyes the bayonets shone
;

Then thought he on his horse alone,

He could not bear to hear him moan,

And see him bleed !

Oh, gentle horse ! Oh, glorious creature !

Shall man subdue thy gallant nature

By curb or steel ?

Slave to his vengeance, shall he seek

Thee, from thy desert, for to wreak

His will ? Oh, wouldst that thou couldst speak,

As well as feel !

But hark ! the signal given, away !

Nor sought that gallant Pole delay,

Nor respite craved :
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He flies he leaps the feat is done !

The bayonets glisten in the sun

Untouched ! the noble horse has won,

And both are saved.

" Over again ! ye cleared not .well,

As yonder streaming bayonets tell !

"

He cried,
"
Again !

"

A Russian knelt to intercede

"
Oh, spare at least the gallant steed,

For he is not of Polish breed !

"

It was in vain !

189

Pale was the victim's cheek. His brow

A menace dark did half avow,

And half conceal ;

His hand above his head he rears,

" Freedom is found mid hostile spears !"

He shouted, and again he clears

The tower of steel !
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The Grand Duke smiled, the Grand Duke bowed,

In bitter mockery then aloud,

"The leap, once more !"

Then breathed the murmurs low, but deep,

Like waves ere tempests o'er them sweep ;

Or ocean stir him in his sleep,

On some wild shore.

Hark ! 'tis the bugle looks he pale?

Not thus shall he if fear prevail

Achieve renown.

On, on, again the war horse flies,

Though death is glittering in his eyes ;

The bayonets clash what mean those cries ?

The horse is down !

Aye, he is down to rise no more
;

Triumph and toil alike are o'er :

Unscathed, his lord
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Sprang from his seat at one fierce bound
;

Shook his clenched hand gazed wildly round
;

Then proffered, bowing to the ground,

The Duke his sword.

" There is rebellion in thine eyes,

Menace and hate," the Duke replies,

In murmurs low
;

"
Ha, hurl ye thus my sword away,

My kindness thus would ye repay ?

Beware who scorns a friend to-day

Shall find a foe!"

The bugles breathe a merry strain,

Thunders the
"
stormy

" drum again ;

The sport is o'er.

But where is he who braved the power

Of Russian lords ? From that same hour

Was he in camp, or field, or bower,

Seen never more !
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REMONA.

REMONA, I remember well

Thy dark and glorious eyes,

A tale inspired they seemed to tell

When Poland was the theme
;

As sibyl-like their glances fell,

Half passion and half dream,

As some old lay, or mystic spell,

Bade all her awful heroes rise
;

Then softly, sweetly, would they gleam

Upon mine own those eyes !

For we were vowed to Poland, both,

And mine was all thy troth.

Oh, more to me than sister dear,

Remona, wouldst that thou wert here

To sing, as thou hast sung to me,

That Polish melody !
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Ah ! I remember too,

When, with thy hand in mine,

Thy eyes each moment fonder grew,

And the soft tears fell down like dew,

At every glorious line !

Oh, like the ocean shell,

Melodious of its sea,

Ever thy sweet voice would be,

A weeping memory to me,

Of the lost home we loved so well !

We parted I, to grasp the sword,

And thou, to sit and wait

At home, for every whispered word

That breathed of Poland's fate ;

Soon Warsaw heard mid all her streets

The shout,
" Our heroes come !

Hark! the victorious music beats!"

It was the Russian drum !

o
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But I returned to thee, to all,

To shield thee mid our country's fall,

To aid each last endeavour

To fail yet clasp thee to my heart ;

To vow that we no more should part,

And then -to part for ever !

Piercing the thickest gloom of fight,

I heard a sister's lonely cry ;

My kindred all were slain that night ;

I sought for death, I could not die
;

I saw, I met, their gleaming steel

But oh, of all accursed ! the fate,

To witness those we love, kneel, kneel

In vain, in vain, to those we hate !

We never met again ! I know

That tears, and sorrow's blighting doom,

Must bring thee to an early tomb--
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Thy glorious spirit ne'er could bow

To welcome slaves ;
a few lone years

Shall be thy sole companions now

Thy dark eyes shall grow dim with tears.

Remona, thou canst ne'er forget

That thy true faitji was plighted me,

When patriot swords were gleaming yet,

And Poland still was free !

Like funeral flowers that grieve,

With perfumed breath and tear,

Thy songs thou shalt in garlands weave,

To throw on Poland's bier :

And so if wild flowers shed

O'er grave, and moss-clad stone,

Recall the dreaming dead,

The faintest minstrel tone

From thee of that old strain
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Shall not be touched in vain :

And one great heart, that lies so still

And pulseless, feel a life-like thrill
;

And Poland breathe again !
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THE DEATH OF REMONA.

FOLD her hands o'er her cross-like as she lies
;

Her grief was not of tears ; the heart

In desolation droops and dies-

Tears have at least in hope a part.

In a small room, a cabined cell,

Through whose dim panes the daylight fell

Scanty and dark, and dimly shed

Fantastic.shadows on the ground;

In an old chair, whereon was spread

A Polish banner, loosely wound

Round her slight form, all tremblingly,

The dying girl reclined ; no sigh

Stole from her meekly-folded lips ;

Her brow was very pale, her eyes

(Their light scarce suffered an eclipse)

Did watch no more for starry skies ;
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For all around was grief and gloom

No whispered hopes, no fond replies,

Could stay her sorrow, nor call bloom

In her faint cheeks
; alone, she dies.

Poland ! thou wert too full of grief

O'er her to shed thy tears

Ah, still against the storm's relief

More beautiful appears

The star, the dark cloud breaking through,

More heavenly soft each streak of blue,

A moment seen, a moment gone

Remona, though all hope had flown,

Across thy gentle brow, a spell

Like light seen through the tempest's drift,

Gleamed like some glorious memory's gift,

Before the greater darkness fell !

Ah ! yet when those we love stand by,

It may be beautiful to die.
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Thou wert alone no friend was near

Nor e'en the homage of a tear !

199

And did they find who sought thee not,

And lay thee in a distant grave,

A lone, half-consecrated spot,

Where flowers shone starlike, and did wave

In silence to the mournful air

Shedding their spells of loveliness,

Breathing of gentleness and prayer,

And, though no sainted lips were there,

Forgetting not to bless ?
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AN EPISODE

IN THE POLISH INSURRECTION OF 1863-4.

" IT may not be it may not be." The shade

Of her dark lashes lowering to her cheek,

She spoke as one less doubtful than afraid,

The heart all willing, but the spirit weak.

"
I never can be thine oh, plead not so !

My father's stern command that hope denied

Last night, as from his grave, a murmur low

Chilled all my heart, that heart too deeply tried."

She rose to leave. In vain would I control

Her purpose yes, with one sweet look, the last !

The door closed slowly. From my heart there passed

The hope that once made music to my soul.
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Through the dark tissue of the web of being,

Shot midst the warp or woof, one broidered thread,

Bright, but with hues iridal swiftly fleeing,

Had like a golden shuttle flashed and sped :

Gone ! We can reason boldly, Can we bear ?

For if that she we love be full of grace,

Yet lost to us, Earth has no desert place

More scorched by sand than the bleak hearts we wear.

" Death for the Free !" There was a Legion one,

When desperate Poland mutely from her lair

Sprang with clenched hands, and, each wild victory won.

Stamped with sublime defiance her despair.

Thus, then, to give my life the ban dogs' yell

Rose but our scythemen swept them off their feet
;

I fought with Langiewicz but more favoured fell,

Yet snatched from death, survived the wild retreat.
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To Cracow borne there, down each moaning tier,

Did white-robed maidens on the wounded tend

One day, amidst them drew an angel near,

Whose soft brown eyes on mine did wondering bend.

T was she Ah me, what perils had she braved !

Yet had she not then come I must have died
;

And died e'en then, if the poor life she saved

With her sweet love she had not glorified.
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NIGHT.

INFINITE mystery, whence the Infinite Mind

Arose to make the worlds, Eternal Night !

Thy silence, thy magnificence, is power ;

And in the gleaming porches of thy dark,

Starry Orions, giant warders, sit,

Musing o'er endless memories of the past

I stand before thee, awe-struck, as I viewed

The mighty curtain, golden barred, through which

Might gleam the Future. Oft its folds have stirred,

Or seemed to stir, but never risen Ah,

I 'd pierce that Infinite
;

I 'd see where lies

My home that may be, if mid isles of light,

Or where lost suns, burnt out like blackening wrecks,
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Lie stranded on great boundary banks of gloom.

Oh, beautiful and wonderful, thou Night !

Past and the Future meet in thee, the same,

Unchanged, unchanging, silent, vast and lone !

Prince Alethoos.
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FALSE WISDOM.

OH, what a wild and wayward fool is man !

To call that wisdom good which at the most

Is but a history of the visible world,

Writ full of errors ; of the self-same things

We learn but through the senses, not the soul,

While every breathing of the spirit within us,

Each aspiration for the hidden world,

Each interview with beings invisible,

That throng around us, is upheld as folly,

Or dreams of phantasy I would learn more !

Tell me of death, eternity, as much

As knows the slave that perished yesterday,

I 'd give thee all the gold mine ancestors

Stored in their coffers all the stately lands

That hang o'er the Old Rhine with feudal towers,

Bristling from many a cliff.

Idem.
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POETIC AMBITION.

OH, could I build

Some glorious palace, such as wands enchanted

Might rear mid sunset clouds in regal splendour,

Of which the dreams of conquerors might be

The gorgeous architects, I 'd have it domed

With night's ten thousand spangles, multiplied

l>y myriads on the crystal floors beneath it :

The lofty halls should glow with living music,

And golden light and purple, such as rarely

Gleams through the sainted aisles of old cathedrals
;

It should be hung with cloudlike tapestries roseate,

Such as foretell the coming state of morning ;

And draperies painted with the pageantries

Of heavenly hosts, and feats of glorious angels !

Idem.
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ILLUSIONS.

HARK, the echoes !

Dying away, and dying, yet bequeathing

A wild drear melody of desolate thoughts ;

O life, warm life ! O sunlight and sweet flowers !

O breath of spring, within each thymy vale
;

O poetry and tears, that dew-like fell

With a refreshing softness on the heart.

Gone ? yes, all gone ! Again I am awake-

Again I stand on one wild strip of shore,

And hear the low-voiced breakers rolling in
;

A moment rescued only, and like one,

From some delicious dream and fairy music,

Called back to pain and suffering.

Idem.
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BEAUTY.

OH, what makes woman lovely? Virtue, faith,

And gentleness in suffering an endurance

Through scorn or trial. These call beauty forth,

Give it the stamp celestial, and admit it

To sisterhood with angels ; gala smiles

And winning graces are but fleeting pageants,

And, like embroidered robes thrown loosely on

Some funeral bier, ne'er warm the cold dead ashes

With one thrill more.

The Denounced.
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DEATH.

OH, what a world

Of thought, of prophecy, of power, grows dumb

When lips inspired are silent. When the grave

Invests, shrouds all. What glorious hopes are quenched-

Quenched for how long ! Through what infinitude

Of time to wander rayless stars, or sounds

Of wave-like music on a shoreless sea !

Idem.
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HONOUR.

HONOUR, Sir?

'Tis blazoned on your shield, but in your heart

The word was never graven. 'Tis a sound

Made for a feat of arms, and, like the music

And breathing of the trumpet, heard but then,

And passing with its echoes to the winds !

You talk of love, devotion ! You !

Forgive me

That thus I weep, and at my bridal too !

Constance St. Pierre.
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MARRIAGE.

MARRIED ! Yes,

The ring is here, the false, the outward symbol,

The form, the show, but in all holy things

That bind two loving hearts
;

in faith, affection,

And mutual confidence, and sweet reliance
;

Mutual esteem and truth that do increase

With daily growth, and, like the ivy, cling

The firmer to the tree that braves the tempest ;

In all things are we sundered ! Nay, we have not

An honest enmity to share between us,

Not e'en our hates, not e'en our tears in common !-

Go we 're divorced already !

Idem.
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THE MOON.

'Tis night, and from the dimly-curtained east

The waning moon like a pale spirit glides,

Shrouded in clouds ;
and then again she breaks

Suddenly forth, and all is hushed
;
the waves

Fall on the beach and die.

Would we could learn

Her story ! Ah ! she has no friend in heaven
;

The stars seem scarce to love her
;
when she comes,

They grow so dim and almost fade away.

She is most lonely ;
sometimes calm and cold,

And sometimes on a stormy night she seems,

When fleeting fast to the low sunken west,

Almost to haunt the heavens, like creature lost,

But weeping silently. No wonder many

Have prayed to her in misery, found no hope,
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And so gone mad. The poets, too, have told

Wild tales of her. Why she is so transformed
;

Whom seeks she far below the lonely hills,

Or in remotest heavens, where thin-sown stars

Lie dimly shoaled
;
whom fleeth. She is gone !

Vanished ! a darkling silence and repose

Reigns through the vaulted heavens ! Peace, she is gone !

Prince Alethoos.
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FALKENBERG IN FLAMES.

Tis well. Through crime and outrage rose those walls,

So let them perish. Mark the fading splendours

Of a long line now sinking in the west
;

These are but fleeting visions swiftly passing,

The spell that hath too long enthralled my spirit

To an old theme. I 'm glad those towers have perished !

Let but their ruins live to teach in story,

There 's nought endures but what is good and honest !

Give me thy hand. The deep, still night, dear love,

Has e'en a voice beneath the stars that sounds

Devotion-like, as a soft hymn outbreathed

By viewless spirits. We will seek our home :

A cottage with a wilderness around -

Of tangled roses, and a vineyard too,

A sweet lake for a boat, and thy guitar,
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For summer evenings lengthening to a dream ;

A stormy strip of pine trees on a hill

For thine Alethoos in his wayward mood

Whence, as the fond enchantress in old times,

Thy voice shall lure him back to human ties,

To home and thee, Francesca ! Come, we '11 go,

Together tread this pilgrimage and thou

Shalt breathe of peace and love, and from our store

We '11 call the charities of life around us,

To still whate'er of sorrow we may find,

To stay what tears may mingle with our own !

Idem.
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LOVE.

'TWAS sweetly played, and deftly, yet to me

There was a sound that had more music in it
;

A voice, that trembled in a softer prelude,

Ere it pronounced me happy; a small hand

That lingered as it would not, and yet lingered ;

And then the gentlest, fondest things, two eyes

'Twere sin to call them cruel, though unconscious

They might do many mischiefs. These mute creatures,

Like bashful pleaders, had a trick withal
;

Their eloquence was winning !

Idem.
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TRUST.

OH, come, Aganthe !

Why ever doubt and gloom, and gloom and sorrow ?

'Tis a sweet morning ! At my casement early

The summer's breath came hopefully and sweet
;

The blue sky had no presages of guilt ;

There was no evil omen in the wind

That touched my cheek in sport, and went its way.

The low-toned music of the brook was calm,

And spoke of peace, and peace hath dwelt with me !

Why ever thus with fear, and doubt, and gloom ?

Midnight hath starry spells of wonders
; storms,

Short-lived and passing, have long opening vistas

That point to Heaven. Come, we will wander forth

Along the woody banks that overhang

Our glorious river.

Idem.
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ETHEL.

IT was the hour of twilight, when the sunset ebbed

away,

With its last -lit cloud of roses softly melting into

grey,

When the river winding eastward midst the alders lost

its light,

And the south wind breathing deeper seemed a presage

of the night,

When each small wild creature moving through the dry

grass at my feet

Told me earth was full of living things, and life to all

was sweet ;

Twas the last time I met Ethel For my footsteps

did she watch,

In her garden, lingering, listening, with her hand upon

the latch ?
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For the wicket quickly opened, and, before I was

aware,

She glided ghost-like towards me as she would enchain

me there.

Oh, she wore the crimson poppies ! and, amidst her

tresses brown

The jessamine buds like silver studs were scattered up

and down.

"
I have found you ! You must tell him Nay, I

know you won't reply

Tell Eustace, he must take at length my long and last

'good-bye.'

To-morrow I go southward, perhaps for months, or

longer times

My father's health requires, they say, more warm and

genial climes
;

Ah, yes, he'll soon forget me yes, I quit my northern

home

I could not bide his lordly look, so '
flee the wrath to

come!'"
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She caught her breath, to laugh or cry, a little faltering

trip,

She could not quite play out her part a slightly

quivering lip,

A drooping of the eyelashes without a jewel

near,

To hint of e'en the softening light of one atoning

tear.

I answered,
" Ethel !" nothing more. She started

then moved on,

Waved her fair hand the wicket latch clicked softly,

she was gone !

I told him all He rushed away, yes, northwards to

the snow,

"The wolves," he said, "were natural brutes, he'd

chase them as a foe,

Drive the Kamschatka dog slay deer, and be a

hunter bold,

His life was all a winter now, he should not feel its

cold."
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Had he a rival, my good friend ? Oh, womanhood !

oh, Eve !

Wearing the outward shows of truth the deeper to

deceive !

Ah, yes, I then remembered, odour -breathing from

the south,

There came, rose-leaved, a letter once
;
O little pink

pearled mouth,

Your smile serene, and then those eyes, so downwards

cast, demure

"The writing, perhaps, a distant friend's? A lady's,

you were sure."

I heard sometimes of Ethel : Yes, wild rumours, now

and then,

Told how with royal queenly eyes she smote the

southern men,

How rode, how danced, how her rich voice, all spirit-

like with wings,

Scattered the golden rays of song midst carved and

sculptured things ;
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Midst tapestried halls of kings and knights its rainbow

hues of love,

Wrought starry tears of wild delights, a claim supreme

to prove.

How down the Corso, her white steeds their bits all

foaming churned,

Her small fair hand chained in their fire, mid flash of

wheels that burned,

Till at a word they flew, passed all, like meteors to the

sight,

And Ethel every goal she sought won by divinest

right,

Beauty's right royal Crowned at last, proud Ethel

was a bride,

Two palaces, one hundred hills, three baronies

beside :

Her husband? Ah, 'twere marvel strange that Ji

should choose a wife,

Yet Januarius once a year warms his old blood to

life;
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Such miracle 'twas Ethel wrought, and scorned

'Neath Rossi's breast

There yet lay something like a heart
;

it beat with wild

unrest,

When found unloved He rushed at length, away to

desperate play,

No need for ruin's sake at least, that found him in a

day.

Red-shirted men, and patriots' steel that struck the

Bourbon down,

Spared not Calabria's tyrant lord, his wild hills burnt

and brown.

And Ethel ? Ah ! she could not fly ;
a child, a daughter

fair,

Came into the cold world to bless but found no mother

there

A little pink-lipped rosebud hemmed upon a sable

pall,

A silken blue-eyed floweret cast above a rapid's

fall;
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Yet not quite lost. Another scene, the legend still

relates,

The toll of bells, a funeral train, dark -looming castle

gates,

The torchlit glooms mid misty air of a November

night,

A scutcheoned hearse slow -moving on midst plumes

and streamers white,

Then, a low dirge, like far -oft" waves that drag the

beach and die,

And groups in black, and stoled priests, and not one

mourner nigh

A coffin lowered into a grave, and not a sob, nor

cry :

Not one ? Nay hold, an unknown form stepped quickly

from the crowd,

As "dust to dust" the droning priest just uttered,

scarce aloud,

A sudden hand outstretched, till then beneath a mantle

hid,
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A wreath of tear-stained roses cast on Ethel's coffin

lid:

The stranger went few marvelled there at him, or

what he did.

"Give me the little clinging child, or it will die, old

man,"

Cried Eustace, "Here are notes and gold" with

hollow cheeks, and wan,

With hand outstretched that shook and shook till on

the gold it fell,

" The child ? You are a friend, I Ve heard ? Be sure

you tend it well."

"
Yes, as my life !" Count Rossi's joy was dashed with

strange affright,

Eustace clasped baby Ethel close, and rushed into the

night.*******
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It was the hour of twilight, when the smile of parting

day,

Died dreamily through rose -lit clouds o'er the far

wolds away,

When the river winding eastward mid the alders lost

its light,

And the south wind breathing deeper came as presage

of the night

When the scarlet flowers and purple, all one colour

seemed to wear,

And only the white foxgloves made a glistening in the

air.

Here last had I met Ethel Like the shades of even-

tide-

Sad memories cast a sweet glamour around her since

she died ;

She was oh, once so beautiful ! ah ! ere I was

aware,

A little laughing child ran up with wild flowers in her

hair,
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Deep eyes of blue, red poppies too, and mid her

tresses brown,

The jessamine buds, like silver studs, were scattered up

and down.

An Ethel rare ! whence had she sprung ? My Eustace

here ? Ah ! now,

I know it all by that bright look, that calm and noble

brow,

The deep heart-love he cherished once, enshrined he

gladly shares,

And little fairy Ethel all the golden casket bears.
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TO EUSTACE.

DRAW near, my friend
;

life 's teachings oft its brightest

dreams refute ;

We mar the little bud, and think it strange we miss the

fruit,

Or Dead Sea apples only taste. The deeper blue the

skies,

The sooner perhaps the small grey clouds of doubt

and sorrow rise :

Oft 'neath the strawberry leaves hath pride, the subtle

serpent, slid

Teach your young child that Love wherein is Self

absorbed and hid.

The light of joy in fond young eyes is beautiful; the

dew

Of gentleness makes little hearts akin to angels

true;
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And, Eustace, now your Etheline is wondering, as

aside

She listens to the rustling leaves midst which yon

brooklets glide

Though she be good and fair as light, oh, do not

build a shrine,

And in her worship your old love as something half

divine \

But teach her life has duties stern best gifts are

hardest won,

And many a thin ear must we glean ere find the

golden one :

It is the search that gives us strength, and shaped to

nobler aims,

The soul advancing, sees afar the heritage it

claims.

Look up ! the eye impure of sin such brightness ever

shuns,

Look up like stars in heaven, great truths to other

worlds are suns.
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ECHOES.

ECHOES there are like music, did we know

How to hear right their undertone of songs ;

How midst life's currents eddying to and fro,

A sound there is that ever speaketh low,

Yet to some far-off world, and fair, belongs.

Its spell is love oh, not for one alone,

But love for all
;

it hath no severed part ;

For love takes every mourner to its heart.

So out of suffering all true work is wrought ;

So oft across the storm a gleam outsprings

That lights up all the starry realms of thought ;

And as we look, and trailing shades dispart,

There may be rustling of fair angels' wings,

With silver tracery rise some guiding star,

And though the heart beneath it like an ark

Hath rocked on whelming waters, from afar

Some white dove comes to cheer us through the dark.
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TRUST.

THE swift hours pass the time is going

Be ours the sleep so calm, so true,

So trustful at His feet relying ;

On that dear earth made holy too,

By every flower upon it growing

Ah, say they that the world is dying !

Oh, put thy hand in mine, true friend,

For we must wait the good, the ill,

And, braving all, be hopeful still ;

If not the best, the better comes,

From good the fruit succeeds the blooms ;

All things to nobler purpose tend

Pray then for strength to do His will ;

That every tear thy cheek may wet,

For love, devotion, that may fall,

Each silent sorrow we may trace,

May find a record and a place

In that great heart which bled for all !
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THE BRIDES OF THE LAKE.

A TALE OF THE EARLY ENGLISH COLONISTS IN AMERICA.

THEIR hearts like the dip of their oars lightly beat,

They have lopped the green palms from the Indian grove,

And slowly they turn to their home's calm retreat,

To deck with their boughs the dear roof-trees they love
;

Oh, away, gentle maidens, away,

O'er the lake-waves so clear see with shadowy sweep,

Comes the foe Sure your oars quicker measure should

keep !

Four little girls in a white canoe,

Merrily dipping their oars in play

Suddenly, over the waters blue,

Shot a pirate craft from a reedy bay ;

Away, away, away, away,

Pull maidens dear, 't is no time for delay,

Pull maidens all, give way ! give way !
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Oh, that dark canoe how she 's whirled along,

And the maidens fair, oh, what peril is theirs,

For the savages yell as their craft they throng

They 're a legion of hounds after four little hares ;

Away, away, away, away,

'Pull little girls, and give over your play,

Pull maidens dear, in right earnest, away !

The daughters they are of the settlement true

Which our fathers founded in years gone by,

When they left the old world for a world that was new,

To worship their God and in peace live and die
;

Oh, away, away, away, away,

They thought the red men might be trusted for aye

Pull maidens dear, give way ! give way !

Eight little wrists, how they rise and they fall !

A stillness prevails like the silence of death,

A few little sobs, as for help they would call,

And then not a sound lest they waste their breath.
'

* "*
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Away, away, away, away,

Friends throng the shore, oh, the red men are nigh,

Pull maidens dear, 't is to live, or to die !

One calls on her brothers, one calls on the saints

The prow of the pirate boat strikes at its prey,

A paddle 's unshipped the youngest she faints,

Yet the red men a moment are still kept at bay :

Away, away, away, away,

Pull, maidens dear, till the lake-waters foam,

To the shore, to your sanctuary, safety, and home !

A hand is laid on the white canoe

There flashed a something right over the tide,

The red man's wrist it was chopped in two,

And the red man's fingers they opened wide ;

Away, away, away, away-

Brave little girl at the sternmost oar,

Never struck hatchet so prompt before !
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A moment her way has the pirate lost :

For she swerved as the savage let go his hold ;

The white canoe sped on like a ghost,

Or a lamb that has fled from a wolf in the fold :

Away, dearest girls, oh, away !

They dash at the shore in the shallowing wave

O brothers and lovers, ye rush to save !

How the red men yelled, when foiled, at last !

O brothers and lovers, you 're close at hand !

And the maidens dear, ye have clasped them fast,

And for kisses ye scarce give them time to land-

Away, away, away, away !

Oh, boldly and featly your race is done
;

Brides of the Lake, ye have nobly won !
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RECOMPENSE.

SEA waves that roll on the sanded shore,

As the foremost die and are seen no more-

So are the deeds of the brave and good,

The first to do, and the first to fall,

Behind comes the roar of the multitude,

They follow they follow, and that is all !
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MOUSE.

O SISTER dear ! O sister sweet !

In sport we called you Mouse,

You ran with tiny tinkling feet

So softly 'bout the house.

A silken band confined your curls,

At least it should have done,

But you made a daisy wreath like pearls

That wild your locks might run.

Your little heart had secret joys,

Though shadows crept between,

As if the fairies gave you toys,

Or gifts, to us unseen.

Ah, Mousey knew where made the wren

Her nest, beside the shoot,

And the cell where dwelt the field-mouse small

That ran against her foot.
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We both had little gardens too

That almost lay together,

But Mousey would not plant nor sow,

Though 'twas the sweet spring weather.

All in a row she loved to set

Plucked flowers, both white and red,

Then danced to see them look so brave

Then wept to find them dead.

Six double daisies in my plot

Did their pink leaves unfold,

And violets in a garden pot,

A crocus, stained with gold.

I watched them often, hour by hour,

As if they 'd sooner bloom

A primrose too, with snow-white flower,

'Twas strange how that did come !
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But Mousey would not plant nor sow,

But, as we roamed together,

Would pluck wild flowers and think they 'd grow

All in the sweet spring weather !

Yet, when her favourites all lay dead,

She said,
"
Oh, pretty things ;

I wish the fairies killed instead,

Those great blue moths with wings."-

Then laughed as though she thought she 'd made

Some very witty rhymes,

For Mousey, with her dreamy eyes,

Was wide awake, at times.

I said
"

I go to sail my boat,

Remain then, Mousey, here,

Our gardens shall be yours and mine

When Spring comes back next year."
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I went
;
but soon returned to view

Small footprints on each bed

My primroses and violets too,

Were plucked and stolen and fled.

Then out there jumped, behind a bush,

A fairy, full of glee,

She had my flowers, yes, every one !

A wilful sprite was she :

My primrose white lay on her hair,

Her sash my daisies crowned,

And round her ankles, small and rare,

She had the violets bound.

Sweet Mousey was but six years old,

And I ten years and more
;

I wish I lay by Mousey's side,

Where daisies cluster o'er.
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I pushed my sister 'gainst a tree,

I pushed her to the ground,

I seized her daisied rosary

The flowers were scattered round.

She did not weep, she did not speak,

Yet oh, she looked at me;

A rosebud red flushed on each cheek,

Then very pale was she.

Yet 'gainst my hand her timid lips

She softly pressed and low,

And said,
" O brother dear, oh why,

Hurt your poor Mousey so ?
"

" Go home," I said
" Give me your hand,

I '11 trust you not alone."

Her little fingers, scratched with sand,

She put within mine own.

R
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I took her up to lift her o'er

A wet and mossy place,

Her little heart was beating so,

I felt it 'gainst my face.

Then silently she crept away

That night, nor spoke again,

But at a window watched the stars

Come out round Charles's Wain.

The next clay, and the next, there fell

A shadow and a fear

She was not ill, she was not well,

My sister Mousey dear.

A week, and I sat by her side,

As she lay in her cot,

Each sweet blue eye was opened wide,

Like a wild Forget-me-not.
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" O brother, see, the heaven above

Is hung with lilies bright,

I want to go win back your love,

And bring you some, to-night."

She laid her cheek beside mine own

To crave a kiss of me,

And then, how still ! oh, what had gone,

And what had ceased to be !

Or had a spell, all unperceived,

Stolen o'er each inner sense

A wave of music, softly heaved,

That gently bore her hence !

Sweet Mousey was but six years old

And I ten years and more,

I wish I lay where Mousey sleeps,

With daisies clustering o'er.
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BENEATH THE BEECHES.

THE hawthorn bringeth with her breath

The butterfly and bee, love ;

And July cometh with a wreath

Of roses warm for thee, love.

And full of dreams are summer skies,

In sunlit hues that vary,

And softly as the stars arise,

We '11 roam the beech grove, Mary.

It is the springtime of our lives

Though short, the sweeter seeming,

From love itself, love nought derives

That 's half so sweet as dreaming.

So let 's begin with life's romance,

Its prose small comfort teaches,

With murmurs fond, in fairy trance,

We '11 wander 'neath the beeches.
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PRAYER.

How beautiful is prayer !

Those sweet child lips, apart,

The soft breath and the low

Like murmurs from the heart
;

Light on that gentle brow,

Shining midst golden hair
;

Sees now that little child

He, with enclasped hands

Sees he the Master mild ?

Or draws some angel near,

Nearer and nigh who stands,

Folding his wings to hear

That sweet child-prayer ?

How terrible is prayer !

By broken cross alone,

Cold forehead to cold stone,

Wrung from despair !
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No through the darkness calls

One, who for all hath died,

One, and a soft light falls

O'er the heart, wildly tried
;

Light, like an altar flame,

Oh, joy in heaven !

Oh, ever-hallowed name !

O'er one forgiven !

How beautiful is prayer !

Its trustfulness and fears,

Its hopefulness and tears,

For though unseen the shrine

When the heart kneels to God,

We feel His presence bends

Around us, as ascends

A trust, a hope divine

We see the golden stair,

We see the pathway fair,

That holy ones have trod

How beautiful is prayer !
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FROM THE PERSIAN.

A WATCHER wept the livelong night, beside a sick

man's bed,

When morning came, the sick was well the watcher,

he was dead !

Saadi.

Softly there comes through the mist of years,

(O Silence and Sorrow, how often ye blend,)

Only once in a thousand years,

Into the world, a real true friend !

Persian Proverb.
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THRENODIA.

DEATH comes, and our beloved ones depart ;

The moss stains and the mould

Lie with their chilling shadows o'er the heart,

Till all is cold !

Disdain and doubt make heaven's deep blue look dim,

Earth's victor crowns are blood-stained wreaths of war,

Faith, trembling, clasps the cross, as fades the hymn

Of angel voices down the winds afar.

Sorrow and sin make life an endless dying,

Yet childhood's smiles shed flowerets in our way ;

Want and excess alternate treadles plying,

In the great loom of fate hold ceaseless sway.
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Like a lone wave that runs the rest before,

Then falls, the age has thrown

From time's great deeps upon life's desolate shore

Strange waifs, from years unknown.

Ah, sorrowing one ! adown thy path e'en now

His steps may yet draw near,

And soft as dews when summer-clouds range low,

Fall mercy's hallowing tear.

O come ! thou Spirit of Love, to glad our sight,

To make our faint hearts strong

We've prayed for Thee, O Lord, by day, by night,

We Ve looked for Thee, so long !
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TWILIGHT.

O SUMMER twilight ! holy, calm, and tender.

Thy presence all the silent landscape fills,

A queenly shadow crowned with starry splendour,

A mystery deepening o'er the woods and hills.

Again God blesses all He made hath given

Sees all is good, and the assurance comes

In the deep glorious calm of Earth and Heaven,

And mystic night, and dew-kissed purple blooms.

And as by far-off waters, softly flowing,

After some stream hath made its mountain leap,

We sit andjlisten : all is clearer, knowing

The mighty River glidtth to the Deep.
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O infinite Deep ! Death ! O Sea of Night !

The morn shall lift the far-off shore appear :

Another life-dawn rise with clearer light

And He who calmed the storm, once more draw near !
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L'ENVOI.

SAGE, who reads with serious brow,

Wondering what my theme may prove,

Where may be the fitness now,

Filling close each logic groove,

Deem my lays not useless quite

If they touch some spells aright.

Spells of old humanities,

To unchain the heart, o'ergrown

With form, and self, and worldly ties,

As moss and lichen clothe the stone !

The stone ! oft 'neath its stains are wrought

The runes of pure and simple thought.

Woman, oft in poet's song

Crowned and queened as you should be,

I remembered you belong

To an old nobilitie,
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So I sought to sing no less

Your true rank in your gentleness.

Maidens too, whose brown or blue

Eyes my verses may unspell,

Many a line was writ for you

More perhaps than I care tell.

Song should Youth and Beauty greet

In music that is low and sweet.

Cottage Dame, within your door

Let a ballad-maker come,

To warm awhile a hearth so poor,

Whilst your wheels, with busy hum,

Spin, and as you listen, do

The music and the dancing too !

Poet, you may scorn a brother,

Rival for the same renown

Not as knights we meet each other,

Lance in rest, and visor down

But the field is wide so ever

Join to help the best endeavour.
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Voices come through ancient halls,

Dim echoes of a lay sublime,

Sweet far-off sounds like bugle calls,

Sent down the wooded glades of time,

To teach each beautiful ideal

In some far future shall be real.

Poles, amidst my earliest songs,

I woke a chord when clashed the lyre

O'er your devotion and your wrongs,

Still the old spirit cries,
"
Aspire !"

Be mine to join before I die

Your paean song to victory.

Farewell all we strive, we fail,

But better fail than never strive

The victors who in life prevail,

Return not all from war alive

" Their armour and a little dust

Come back " * So let us sleep, and trust.

.-Eschylus.



NOTES.

" Great Thor like oak reversed allgrimly stands" (p. 33.)

Amongst the relics preserved at Upsala, described by Dr. E. D.

Clarke, was a primeval image of the god Thor. The head of the

deity was represented by the foot of the trunk of an enormous tree,

reversed ; the shaggy roots overhanging if like wild and rugged locks

of hair. CLARKE'S Travels; vol. xi. p. 31.

" Sir Loftus and the Poet." (p. 53.)

I have seen in an epitaph words similar to the last line of this poem.

" Castle of Liebenstein." (p. 127.)

Hugh Miller relates a tradition, in My Schools and Schoolmasters,
" That Craighouse Castle, Scotland, was haunted by a spectre, a grey-

headed, grey-bearded, little old man, who was bricked up in the

foundation-stone just after it was laid, and then built into the wall by

the masons, 'that he might keep the Castle by coming back again.'"

The same thing is said of other old places, "that they have a murdered

man builded into them, and that they have a' o' them their bogle."

" The Pyramid of Bayonets? (p. 185.)

The scene of this exhibition occurred at St. Petersburg. The offence

of its victim consisted in his inability to suddenly turn a high-spirited

horse at full speed, when the Grand-Duke Constantine, brother of
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Nicholas I., thundered out his command to that effect. At the second

leap a Russian General interceded for the offender, but in vain. At

the fourth leap the horse fell and broke one of his fore legs. The officer

arose, and approaching the duke, resigned his sword. He was sent

to the guard-house, and no trace of him could ever afterwards be

discovered. HARRO HARKING.

'*

Thy dark and glorious eyes" (p. 192.)

" The Polish women are exquisitely beautiful ; I am convinced that

Eve must have been a Pole." HAKRO HARKING.

Of their patriotism and devotion to the cause of national independence,

the names of Emilia S/.e/.aniecka and Claudia Potocki may be adduced,

among other examples, in the Revolution of 1830.

(p. 195.;

A valued friend of the author, Colonel K. Lach-Szyrma (who has

died since the first appearance of Village Bells) had command of

the students of ^Warsaw during the memorable insurrection of 1830,

and materially assisted in preserving order on the night when

the Arch-Duke Constantine fled. On the fall of Poland but not,

however, until Diebitch, the hero of the Balkan, had been compelled
to retreat Colonel Lach-Szyrma escaped to England, where he passed

the remainder of his life in advocating by his pen the cause of Polish

Nationality, and extending as far as he was able, an active sympathy to

the unfortunate exiles, his countrymen. He has now joined that spirit

land which numbers amongst departed heroes Sowinski, Wysocki,

Rosynski, Zamoyski, Kicki, and Plater.



VILLAGE BELLS,"
AND OTHER POEMS.

(JHrttion.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

" To those capable of pure and pleasurable emotions and, happily

for the world, they who are not constitute a marked minority this little

volume will prove a seasonable and welcome visitor. There is a

catholicity of feeling in Mr. Brent which has given great scope to his

talent
;
and his varied subjects elicit from him in turn the expression of

tenderness, vigour, and reflection. In the touching lines upon the

death of Sir T. N. Talfourd (p. 147) there is great earnestness of feeling,

evolving itself in language at once touching and nervous ; in the lay

of the Terrible in Katchka Bay will be found a stirring energy of

expression ; in the '

Spinning Frame '

a charming outburst of domestic

sympathy ; in the
'

Polish Lays
'

a deep current of heroic pathos ;
and

a pure heartfelt recognition of all that is loveliest in womanhood, to

which every English bosom will accord its undying assent, in the

eloquent accents of the sonnet (p. 99) that recalls the well-loved name

of Florence Nightingale. Mr. Brent has a high and ennobling view of

his divine art ; with him ' the Poet is a prince of many lands
'

(p. 103),

and fraught with this conviction he walks, even in the common paths

of life, with a lofty self-possession, through which he imparts lessons

of love and joy to all." Morning Post.

S
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"
'Village Bells' is the name of a pretty and elegant poem in very

good Tennysonian verse." Atheiutum.

"These 'Village Bells' have much of the ring of true poetry about

them. 'Lady Gwendoline' is a charming little romance in verse.

We have pleasure in offering thus to
'

Village Bells
'

our hearty com-

mendations.
"

Sun.

"
Poetical, musical, touching the heart with the echo of their chimes,

these 'Village Bells' ring out their sweet fancies now sad, now tender,

but always earnest and true, instinct with human sympathies and bright

with human \o\c.
"

Court Circular.

"Mr. Brent is well known to our readers by his antiquarian researches

in Kent, frequently recorded in the Gentleman's Magazine ; but they

will now see that he has cultivated the Muses, and that with success."

Gentleman's Magazine.

"
Elegance and sweetness are not unfrequently combined here, and

the thoughts are often marked by true poetical elevation."- -Im/nirer.

"We recommend all lovers of poetry to possess this volume for

themselves.
" Do-^r Chronicle.

"There is much genuine poetry in this collection." Liverpool

Albion.

" This is one of the most unpretending, and yet one of the most real,

books of poetry it has been our good fortune to read for many a day."

Maidstone Journal.

" Mr. Brent has shown his power of dealing with the deepest and

most contemplative themes." South Eastern Gazette.
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"
Elegance and sweetness of diction are the prevailing characteristics

of Mr. Brent's book. He can touch the deepest sympathies of the

human heart by the holy, calm chiming of his 'Village Bells.'"

Kentish Gazette.

"We have no fault to find with any of the volumes* before us. They
are invariably pure, often smooth in their versification, and sometimes

forcible." Westminster Review, Oct., 1868.

"
It is seldom one meets among unacknowledged poets with the

unaffected tenderness and true poetic sympathy which nearly every one

of these pages displays." Monthly Revie^v, May, 1868.

" These poems have reached a second edition a token of popular

favour at which the critic is not disposed to cavil." Spectator, May,

1868.

" The good opinion, the first publication of the poems contained in

this volume, will certainly be increased by their appearance in a revised

form.
"

Bell 's Weekly Messenger.

"Poems simple, tender, pure." Nonconformist, Feb. 16, 1870.

* Poems reviewed with "Village Bells."
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